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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
Graphs des ribe patterns of onne tions between things, in an abstra t and powerful
way. We an deal with graphs mathemati ally as purely abstra t entities, without
invoking any on ept of spa e. But as soon as we try to visualise a graph, we have
to pla e it in a physi al spa e, and immediately we en ounter topologi al questions.
One of the simplest topologi al questions we an ask about a graph is whether or
not we an draw the graph on a given surfa e without any of the edges rossing.
That is the entral question onsidered in this work.
Embedding problems appear in many real-world situations. For instan e, if we
use a graph to represent a network of rail lines between ities, we may wish to
know whether we an lay out the tra ks to maintain the pattern of onne tions
without needing any bridges. A similar situation o urs on a smaller physi al s ale
in the design of ele troni ir uits. There, ea h hip may ontain many omponents,
and ea h board may ontain many hips, and in both ases there is a pattern of
onne tions between them whi h must be maintained. In these kinds of situations
we may be allowed to use some limited number of rossings between onne tions,
but su h rossings are expensive and may not always be available.
Graphs embedded on surfa es are of interest in more purely theoreti al situations
also. Some things we would like to do with graphs are easier to do when the graphs
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are embedded. For instan e, the graph isomorphism problem, whi h is not known to
be polynomial-time in the general ase [36℄, an be solved in linear time for graphs
embedded on the plane [18, 23℄. Sin e graphs that embed on spe i

surfa es appear

espe ially desirable both for physi al appli ations and in more abstra t situations,
it be omes natural to ask how we an nd su h graphs. Perhaps we ould even
hope for exhaustive lists of them.
The plane is naturally the rst surfa e on whi h we might want to embed graphs,
and many results are known on planar graphs. The graph isomorphism problem
is easier for planar graphs than for general graphs, as mentioned above. Several
algorithms are known for testing whether a graph is planar [10, 11, 14, 15℄. Some
work has also been done on generation of planar graphs [12℄. The proje tive plane is
interesting as the simplest non-orientable surfa e. Graphs known to be proje tive
planar an have their orientable genus omputed in polynomial time [16℄. Some
algorithms are known for embedding graphs on the proje tive plane [29, 32, 35℄ and
for generating limited lasses of proje tive planar graphs [6, 7℄.
In this work we onsider graphs embedded on the torus. More spe i ally, we
generate all embeddings of diamond-free target graphs (de ned in Se tion 2.3) on
the torus. The torus appears to be the next logi al step after examination of the
plane and proje tive plane, and this work began with the question of generating
randomly- hosen test ases for the \pra ti al torus embedding" ode of Neufeld
and Myrvold [34℄. We expanded the proje t to over exhaustive generation of
target embeddings. It then gave a method for obtaining torus obstru tions (see
Se tion 7.2) without needing a separate torus embedding algorithm.
Algorithms to embed graphs on the torus have been studied by Juvan, Marinek,
and Mohar [24℄ as well as by Neufeld and Myrvold [34, 33℄. There is an algorithm
by Filotti [17℄ for embedding ubi graphs on the torus. Some general results for
embedding on arbitrary surfa es, for instan e the linear-time embedding algorithm
of Mohar [30℄, ould be applied to the torus. Unfortunately, that algorithm has not
been implemented and appears diÆ ult to implement pra ti ally. The generation
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results of Barnette [7℄ for 4- onne ted graphs an also be applied to the torus as
well as the proje tive plane. In our generation work, we have hosen a set of target
graphs intended to make the resulting lists as useful as possible for study of the
embedding problem, while still being easy to generate.
We have also hosen to generate embeddings of toroidal graphs rather than
merely the graphs themselves. This hoi e appears to make the generation algorithm easier, but it also allows us to study how many embeddings exist for ea h
graph. The equivalent question on the plane has been studied by Chiba, Nishizeki,
Abe, and Ozawa [14℄, and Cai gives a simpli ed algorithm for ounting planar embeddings [13℄. Be ause we generate embeddings exhaustively, we an nd how many
torus embeddings any given graph has simply by ounting them in the output.
The next hapter ontains de nitions of terms and notation used in this work.
We then dis uss in Chapter 3 the operations we perform on embeddings, and prove
that our algorithm an generate all target embeddings. In Chapter 4 we dis uss
the e e t of a subgraph alled a \diamond" (de ned in Se tion 2.1) and spe ial
diamond-related onsiderations for our algorithm. After that, we dis uss some
implementation issues in Chapter 5, and present experimental results in Chapter 6.
We on lude in Chapter 7 with proposed appli ations and future work.
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Chapter 2
De nitions and notation
Before dis ussing our results, we de ne some terms and notation used throughout
the work. First we des ribe basi on epts of graphs and graph theory in Se tion 2.1.
In Se tion 2.2 we introdu e the on ept of a surfa e and dis uss graphs embedded on
surfa es. In Se tions 2.3 and 2.4 we des ribe the lass of embeddings we generate,
and the moves and starting points used to generate them. Then in Se tion 2.5, we
des ribe the generation algorithm.

2.1 Graphs
A graph G onsists of a nite set V of verti es and a nite set E of edges where
ea h edge in E is asso iated with an unordered pair (u; v ) of elements of V ; the
edge (u; v ) is in ident to or has as endpoints the verti es u and v . We disallow
multiple edges (more than one edge with the same endpoints), and loops (edges of

the form (u; u)).
The number of edges in ident to a vertex is the degree of the vertex. The verti es
u and v are adja ent if there is an edge (u; v ) in the graph, and the verti es adja ent

to a vertex u are alled the neighbours of u.
Two graphs G1 and G2 are alled isomorphi if there is a bije tion  from the
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u
w

x
v

Figure 2.1: A diamond.
verti es of G1 to the verti es of G2 su h that (u; v ) is an edge in G1 if and only if
((u); (v )) is an edge in G2 .
To subdivide an edge (u; v ) in a graph means to introdu e a new vertex w, add
edges (u; w) and (w; v ), and remove the edge (u; v ). Two graphs are homeomorphi
if there is a graph G su h that they ea h an be obtained from G by relabelling
verti es and subdividing edges.
A graph G is alled a subgraph of a graph H if the edge and vertex sets of G
are subsets of the edge and vertex sets, respe tively, of H . Let V be the vertex set
of G, a subgraph of H . If G ontains every edge in H whose endpoints are both in
V , then G is alled the subgraph of H indu ed by V .

If two adja ent degree three verti es u and v share the same other two neigh-

bours, in other words the neighbours of u are fv; w; xg and the neighbours of v are

fu; w; xg, then the resulting subgraph, shown in Figure 2.1, is

alled a diamond and

the edge between u and v is a diamond edge. There may or may not be an edge
between w and x. A graph is diamond-free if it ontains no diamond edges.
Consider a graph with verti es fv1 ; v2 ; : : : ; v

n

f(v1; v2 ); (v2; v3); : : : ; (v

n

g and edges

1 ; v ); (v ; v1 )g
n

n

for some n greater than or equal to three. A graph isomorphi to this one is alled
a y le of length n. Similarly, a graph with n verti es, all pairwise adja ent to ea h
other, but no multiple edges or loops, is alled the omplete graph on n verti es
and denoted by K . Observe that K3 is a y le of length three, whi h we will
n
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(a)

(b)

K5

( ) A ve-vertex

K3;3

wheel

Figure 2.2: Some representative graphs.
all a triangle. We also refer to K3 3 , obtained by taking two disjoint sets X and
Y of three verti es ea h, using their union as the vertex set, and adding an edge
;

from ea h vertex in X to ea h vertex in Y . The graphs K5 and K3 3 are shown in
;

Figure 2.2.
If we start with a y le of at least three verti es and add one more vertex with
edges from the new vertex to ea h vertex of the y le, the resulting graph is alled a
wheel. A ve-vertex wheel is shown in Figure 2.2. Observe that the smallest wheel

is isomorphi to K4 .

A sequen e of distin t verti es hv1 ; v2 ; : : : ; v i, where ea h pair of onse utive
verti es is adja ent, is alled a path with endpoints v1 and v . Two paths are alled
k

k

internally vertex disjoint if they have no verti es in ommon ex ept possibly the

endpoints. A graph G is onne ted if for every pair of verti es a and b in G, G
ontains a path from a to b. A graph G is bi onne ted if it is onne ted, and the
graph obtained by deleting any one vertex is still onne ted. More generally, G is
k- onne ted if G has greater than k verti es and we an remove any set of fewer

than k verti es and the edges in ident to them and always have the remaining graph
be onne ted.
A k- onne ted omponent of a graph G is a subgraph H of G su h that H is
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k- onne ted but is not a proper subgraph of any other k- onne ted subgraph of G.

A set of k verti es whose removal in reases the number of onne ted omponents is
alled a k- ut, and the single vertex in a 1- ut is alled a ut vertex. Note that our
k- uts an be des ribed more pre isely as k-vertex uts; it is also possible to de ne

a k-edge ut of edges whi h an be removed to dis onne t a graph, but we do not
use that on ept in this work.
To ontra t an edge (u; v ) means to remove the edge (u; v ), then identify u and
v . The reverse operation of ontra ting an edge is alled splitting a vertex. We say

that a graph G is a minor of a graph H if G an be obtained from H by the minor
operations of removing edges, removing verti es of degree zero, and ontra ting

edges.

2.2 Surfa es and embeddings
Although we will not dis uss the topology of surfa es extensively, ex ept as it applies
dire tly to this graph-theoreti work, we will de ne a surfa e as a topologi al spa e
in whi h any two distin t points have disjoint neighbourhoods, and every point has a
neighbourhood topologi ally equivalent to a two-dimensional open dis . Intuitively,
a surfa e is a spa e that looks like a plane, when examined within a small enough
neighbourhood.
The lassi ation of surfa es is well known, and des ribed in detail in introdu tory textbooks on topology, su h as that by Kinsey [25℄. Surfa es are uniquely
determined by the properties of genus and orientability. The genus may be any
nonnegative integer, and if the surfa e has genus greater than zero, it may be orientable or non-orientable. The plane, equivalent to the sphere, is the only surfa e

of genus zero, and is orientable. Genus may be thought of intuitively as des ribing
the number of handles or bridges on the surfa e, and orientability as des ribing
whether or not the surfa e has a well-de ned sense of lo kwise.
After the plane the remaining orientable surfa es are alled the torus, with genus
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one, and the k-handled torus for ea h k greater than one, with genus k. We all
the non-orientable surfa e with genus one the proje tive plane, and with genus two
the Klein bottle.
In this work we deal with ombinatorial embeddings, whi h represent drawings
of graphs on orientable surfa es. A ombinatorial embedding onsists of a list, for
ea h vertex in the graph, of the neighbours of that vertex in lo kwise order. An
example of a ombinatorial embedding is shown in Figure 2.3. The adja en y lists

are y li , in that we an start at any neighbour; the lists hu; v; w; xi and hv; w; x; ui
are equivalent. Reversing a list would violate the lo kwise ordering and is not
allowed. Two ombinatorial embeddings are isomorphi if one an be obtained
from the other by relabelling verti es, hoosing a starting point for ea h adja en y
list, and possibly reversing all adja en y lists at on e (whi h an be imagined as
mirror-reversing the embedding).
0 : h1; 4; 2i

0
4

1

1 : h0; 2; 3; 4i

2 : h1; 0; 3i

3 : h4; 1; 2i

3

2

4 : h0; 1; 3i

Figure 2.3: A drawing of a graph on the plane, and a orresponding ombinatorial
embedding.
Drawing a graph on a surfa e divides the surfa e into regions alled fa es, and
a simple algorithm applied to a ombinatorial embedding an ount the fa es and
nd the sequen e of verti es around ea h fa e [3, Se tion 2.5℄. If every fa e ontains
three verti es, then the embedding is alled a triangulation. From the ombinatorial
embedding of a onne ted graph with n verti es, m edges, and f fa es, we an
al ulate the genus of the embedding g with the formula g = (m
[22℄.

n

f + 2)=2
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A ombinatorial embedding des ribes a drawing of a graph on the orientable
surfa e with the orresponding genus. The existen e of ombinatorial embeddings
allows us to de ne embeddability : a graph G is said to be embeddable on an orientable surfa e S if there exists an embedding of G with genus no greater than
the genus of S . The orientable genus of a graph is the least genus of an orientable
surfa e on whi h the graph is embeddable. Graphs with orientable genus zero are
alled planar and with genus one toroidal.

2.3 Target embeddings
A move is an operation we an perform on a ombinatorial embedding to produ e
another ombinatorial embedding with more edges. The generation algorithm (des ribed in Se tion 2.5) starts from a set of embeddings alled seeds (de ned below)
and applies moves from a xed set of types to generate target embeddings. We
des ribe our hoi es for the target embeddings here, and move types and seeds in
the next se tion.

De nition 2.3.1 A target graph is a graph G su h that:



G has orientable genus one;



G has no verti es of degree less than three; and



G is bi onne ted.

A target embedding is a ombinatorial embedding of a target graph on the torus.
The omplete algorithm as we eventually implemented it uses an additional restri tion, generating diamond-free target embeddings, be ause we onsider diamond-free
embeddings more topologi ally interesting. We de ne target embeddings as above
to simplify the dis ussion in Chapter 3. We then build the more spe i
appli able to the nal form of our software, in Chapter 4.

results
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The seeds for a given set M of moves are those target embeddings that annot
be generated from other target embeddings by moves in M . Sin e a move in reases
the number of edges in an embedding, it follows that any target embedding may be
generated from some seed by a sequen e of moves in M .

2.4 Moves and sets of moves
Here we de ne all the types of moves we onsider in this work. All these moves
maintain the genus of an embedding and a e t at most a onstant number of verti es and edges, and all our moves in rease the number of edges in the embedding.
With one ex eption, all the moves also preserve the other onditions on target embeddings: bi onne tivity and no verti es of degree less than three. The expe tion

is that that the S1 1 move introdu es a degree two vertex. Although moves formally
;

take pla e on embeddings, we often dis uss the orresponding graph operations
using the same symbols.
We denote types of moves with symbols like

M

n;m

, where

M is a mnemoni

letter representing the general kind of move, n is the number of verti es added by
this move, and m is the number of edges added by this move, whi h is always at
least one. We also de ne reverse moves, as the inverses of the forward moves. Reverse moves do not always preserve the onstraints preserved by the orresponding
forward moves; for instan e, removing an edge an redu e the onne tivity of the
graph in an embedding, whereas adding an edge an never redu e the onne tivity.

An S1 1 move onsists of subdividing an edge (u; v ) into two edges by adding a
;

new vertex. The edge (u; v ) is removed, a new vertex w is introdu ed, and edges
(u; w) and (w; v ) are added. Note that the new vertex has degree two, so the

resulting embedding is not a target embedding. The S1 1 move type is used in
de ning other moves that do preserve the target properties.
;

A C0 1 move onsists of adding an edge in a fa e of the embedding, between two
;

verti es not already adja ent to ea h other. To make a C1 2 move, we rst subdivide
;
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(a) S1;1

(b) C0;1

( ) C1;2

(d) C2;3

(e) D2;4

(f) D3;5

(g) D4;6

(h) T1;1

Figure 2.4: Some examples of moves
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an edge as with an S1 1 move, then add a new edge from the new vertex to some
other vertex on a fa e ontaining the divided edge. The move type C2 3 onsists of
;

;

using two S1 1 moves to subdivide two edges on the same fa e, then adding an edge
;

through the fa e, between the two new verti es.
Move types

D2 4, D3 5, and D4 6 ea h
;

;

;

onsist of removing an edge of the em-

bedding and repla ing it with a subgraph in luding a diamond, as shown in Figures 2.4(e), 2.4(f), and 2.4(g). If the edge being removed appears twi e on the
same fa e, or if it is in ident to a vertex that appears more than on e on the same
fa e, then there may be two or more inequivalent ways to embed the newly-added
subgraph while maintaining the rest of the embedding. This issue is dis ussed in
detail in Chapter 4.

A T1 1 move onsists of splitting a vertex into two adja ent verti es, in su h
a way that at least one of the new verti es has degree three. The restri tion to
;

reating a degree three vertex may seem mysterious, but the only o asions where
we have a reason to make a vertex-splitting move are those where we are reating
a degree three vertex anyway. Making the restri tion expli it allows us to simplify
the omputer software based on these results.
We say that a set of move types M is suÆ ient with a given set of seeds if every
target embedding an be generated from one of the seeds by a sequen e of moves
from M . Obviously, if M is suÆ ient then every superset of M is also suÆ ient,
and if M is not suÆ ient, then no subset of S is suÆ ient. We all a set of moves
minimal if it is suÆ ient but has no proper subset that is suÆ ient.

2.5 The generation algorithm
Although many of the details involve on epts that have yet to be dis ussed, we
present the overall generation algorithm here, to motivate the details presented in
subsequent hapters. We follow a general algorithm of orderly generation similar to
that des ribed by M Kay [28℄. Our goal is to generate one representative for ea h
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isomorphism lass of diamond-free target embeddings, up to a hosen number of
verti es and/or edges.

We use the move set fC0 1 ; D2 4 ; T1 1 g and the set of seeds onsisting of all embed;

;

;

dings on the torus of K5 or K3 3 . There are eight embeddings (up to isomorphism) in
;

that set, enumerated by Argyle [5℄, and they are shown in Figure 2.5. In Chapter 3
we show that these moves and seeds are suÆ ient to generate all target embeddings,
and in Chapter 4 we show that they ontinue to be suÆ ient when we introdu e a
limit of at most one diamond in ea h embedding.
Any target embedding C either is one of the seeds, or has a parent P whi h is
another target embedding with fewer edges than C , su h that C an be obtained

from P by a C0 1 , D2 4 , or T1 1 move. If P is the parent of C , then C is a hild of
P . The existen e of parents is proved in Chapter 3, along with some dis ussion of
;

;

;

other sets of moves and seeds we onsidered using.
In order to generate all diamond-free target embeddings, we sometimes need to
examine target embeddings ontaining one diamond, as dis ussed in Chapter 4. It
is not lear whi h target embeddings with one diamond are ne essary to generate
all diamond-free target embeddings. Rather than spending omputation time in a
ompli ated test for whether a diamond is really ne essary, we examine all target
embeddings with at most one diamond. We do not, however, need to onsider
embeddings ontaining more than one diamond. For any target embedding with at
most one diamond, other than a seed, we an nd a parent with fewer edges and at
most one diamond (proved in Theorem 4.2.1); therefore we an eliminate all target
embeddings with more than one diamond.
There are a few more details ne essary to make sure we generate exa tly one
representative for ea h isomorphism lass of diamond-free target embeddings. A
anoni al form for an embedding is an obje t representing the embedding su h

that two embeddings are isomorphi if and only if they have the same anoni al
form. The parti ular anoni al form we use is dis ussed in Se tion 5.1. When we
onsider an embedding as a possible parent for a given hild, we generate a opy
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(a) K5

(b)

K5

( )

K5

(d)

(e)

K5

(f)

K5

K5

(g)

K3;3

(h)

K3;3

Figure 2.5: The eight seed embeddings for our algorithm.
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of the hild's parent by a reverse move, and use the anoni al form to ompare the
possible parent with the parent. We also de ne move labels in Se tion 5.2, whi h
are sequen es of vertex labels expressing where in a parent embedding we an make
a move to get to the hild embedding. Sometimes two di erent moves an generate
the same hild from the same parent; move labels, along with the automorphism
group al ulated during the anoni al labelling, allow us re ognize that situation
and generate the hild exa tly on e.
The following pseudo ode des ribes our algorithm for nding a parent, with
all the appli able restri tions. Note that the parent- nding algorithm returns two
things: the parent P itself, and a anoni al move label for a move to make on P to
give the hild C . Sin e every C we will pass into this ode has some parent meeting
the onditions we test, the algorithm must return some parent and move label. We
never attempt to nd the parent for a seed. It is important that Parent(C1 ) and

Parent(C2) be the same for any isomorphi C1 and C2; in our implementation, we
a hieve that by alling Parent only with anoni ally labelled input embeddings.
Parent(C ) :
for ea h reverse move M we an apply to C , in some deterministi order
apply M to C to obtain P
if P is a target embedding ontaining at most one diamond
anoni ally label P , nding its automorphisms as a side e e t
R

move label for the inverse of M

R

least image of R under any automorphism of P

return (P; R)
end if
end for
Note that be ause every target embedding with at most one diamond has a
parent whi h is a target embedding with at most one diamond (ex ept seeds, whi h

are never used as inputs to Parent), Parent must return some parent before the
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loop terminates. The subroutine

Parent is written with

are to make its return

value a deterministi fun tion of the anoni ally-labelled input. As a result, even if
the same hild ould be rea hed from the same parent by two inequivalent moves,
the move from parent to hild will only mat h the move label R on e, and so we
will still generate the hild exa tly on e.

We use Parent in a re ursive algorithm to do the a tual generation. The follow-

ing pseudo ode des ribes an algorithm alled Generate, whi h takes a target em-

bedding P with at most one diamond as an argument, and writes out all diamondfree target embeddings des ended from P , in luding P if it is itself diamond-free, up
to some preset limit on the number of edges and verti es. To generate an exhaustive

list, we simply all Generate on e with ea h of the eight seeds.

Generate(P ) :
if P has more verti es or edges than the preset limits
return
end if
if P is diamond-free
output P
end if

for ea h move label M des ribing a move from fC0 1 ; D2 4 ; T1 1 g that
;

;

;

we an apply to P
if M is the lexi ally least image of itself under any automorphism of P
nd C by applying the move to P des ribed by M
anoni ally label C , nding its automorphisms as a side e e t

if C ontains at most one diamond and (P; M ) = Parent(C )

Generate(C )

end if
end if
end for
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Examination of this pseudo ode will reveal a few potential ineÆ ien ies; for
instan e, if P already ontains one less edge than the limit, then there is no point
even onsidering

D2 4 moves whi h would
;

reate hildren too large to output. In

our C language implementation of the algorithm we address many of these kinds of
issues; the des ription here is intended to explain the algorithm as learly as possible
rather than provide an exhaustive guide to the features of the implementation.
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Chapter 3
Choosing a set of moves
The question of whi h moves to use was entral to the design of our generation
algorithm, and in the ourse of our work we tried several di erent sets. In this
hapter we rst des ribe the set we nally settled on, onsisting of the three move
types

fC0 1; D2 4; T1 1g.
;

;

;

In Se tion 3.1 we prove this set to be suÆ ient to generate

all target embeddings, then in Se tion 3.2 we prove it minimal and dis uss why it
is an espe ially attra tive minimal move set. Finally, in Se tion 3.3, we des ribe
some of the other hoi es we onsidered, be ause the pro ess of evolution from the
original on ept to this three-move set may be of interest.
In this hapter we dis uss target graphs: bi onne ted graphs with genus one
and all verti es of degree at least three. We dis uss target graphs rst, rather than
beginning with the restri ted lass we eventually onsidered, so as to simplify the
proofs. We use the term target graphs for these graphs, rather than for the more
restri ted graphs output by our software, so as not to have to make ex eptions
throughout this hapter. Making this de nition does require us to make ex eptions
later, when we dis uss diamond-free target graphs, but in those ontexts we also
need to dis uss target graphs ontaining at most one diamond, target graphs ontaining exa tly one diamond, and so on. In this hapter, it is useful to be able to
ignore diamonds as far as possible.
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3.1 A three-move suÆ ient set
Before beginning the proofs relating to existen e of parents, we note that all the
properties de ning a target embedding are a tually properties of the underlying
target graph. The only way an embedding of a target graph ould fail to be a
target embedding would be if the genus of the embedding (not the graph) were not
equal to one. None of the moves de ned in Se tion 2.4 an in rease the genus of
an embedding, and although a reverse move in general an de rease the genus of
an embedding, it annot do so if the embedding was already genus one and the
graph remains toroidal. An embedding of a toroidal graph annot have genus zero.
Therefore, we will generally talk about the existen e of target graph parents for
target graph hildren, rather than dis ussing embeddings. If a target graph C has
a reverse move to a target graph P , then any torus embedding of C has a reverse
move to some torus embedding of P , so the results apply equally well to target
embeddings.
Fundamentally, what are the moves we need in our set? Sin e the graph minor
hierar hy is entral to the embedding problem, and the set of embeddable graphs on
a surfa e is easily hara terized in terms of forbidden minors [37℄, it seems natural
that we should use moves resembling the reverse minor operations: splitting a
vertex, or adding an edge. As long as we onsider only onne ted graphs, there is
no need to insert degree zero verti es.

Adding an edge seems simple enough, and orresponds to our C0 1 move. Split;

ting a vertex is a more ompli ated operation. It would be ni e to restri t it in some
way, to make omputer implementation easier. It would also be ni e to disallow
splits that reate degree two verti es, sin e degree two verti es learly make no differen e to the topologi al properties of the graph. Note that S1 1 an be imagined
;

as splitting one of the neighbours to reate a degree two vertex, instead of our usual
des ription of it as subdividing an edge. In our three-move set, we restri t the split
operation to always reate a degree three vertex.
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Figure 3.1: A super-diamond.
But with the split operation so restri ted, we fa e the question of how to reate
diamonds, whi h are the subje t of Chapter 4. We ould disallow diamonds, as
we disallowed degree two verti es, but then we would have no obvious way to
reate an in nite number of larger \banana-like" kinds of subgraphs, in luding the
super-diamond of ve verti es and seven edges, shown in Figure 3.1. We ould

perhaps disallow all su h stru tures, by requiring that target embeddings be 3onne ted, but then we might be fa ed with testing for 3- onne tedness frequently
in the software, as well as possible theoreti al ompli ations. Our de ision was to
require only bi onne tedness from target embeddings, and have a spe ial move, the

D2 4 move, for
;

reating diamonds.

The above intuitive des ription argues for why ea h of the moves in our threemove set may be ne essary, but does little to justify the laim that they are suÆ ient
to generate all target embeddings. Indeed, the suÆ ien y of this move set is far from
obvious. The following obvious theorem is the beginning of our formal argument
for suÆ ien y of the three-move set; we then omplete the proof, and explore other
features of this move set and its ability to generate target embeddings.

Theorem 3.1.1 If a graph C an be obtained from a graph P by a D2 4 move, then
;

P and C have the same orientable genus.
Proof.

If P is embeddable on a surfa e S , and (u; v ) is the edge we an repla e

with a diamond to obtain C , then we an start with an embedding of P on S and

introdu e two new verti es w and x. We repla e v with the subsequen e hw; xi in
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x

Figure 3.2: Adding a diamond without hanging the genus.
the lo kwise adja en y list of u, and repla e u with the subsequen e hx; wi in the

lo kwise adja en y list of v . We also give w the lo kwise adja en y list hu; v; xi

and x the list hu; w; v i. The result of these operations is illustrated in Figure 3.2;

the dashed line shows the position of the original edge (u; v ). The resulting graph
is C . We have added four edges, two fa es, and two verti es; by the formula in the
de nition of genus for embeddings, we have not hanged the genus of the embedding.
So if P is embeddable on S , then so is C .
Although there may also be other ways to add a diamond to the embedding of
P (see Se tion 4.3), it suÆ es that we an make the repla ement in this one way

and maintain the genus of the embedding. This proof on erns the genus of graphs,
and the existen e of any embedding of C on the torus shows that the genus of C is
at most one.
Conversely, if C is embeddable on a surfa e S , we an start with an embedding
of C on S and reverse the

D2 4 move, removing four edges, two verti es, and up
;

to two fa es. The number of fa es removed may be less than two be ause we may
sometimes remove an edge that appeared twi e on a fa e. Thus, the genus of the
resulting embedding of P may be less than the genus of the embedding of C , but is
ertainly no greater; so P is also embeddable on P . Re all that \P embeddable on
S " is true if there is an embedding of P with genus less than or equal to the genus

of S .
Therefore for any surfa e S , P is embeddable on S if and only if C is embeddable
on S ; the graphs are embeddable on the same surfa es, and have the same orientable
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genus.



By the result known as Kuratowski's Theorem [26, 19, ited in [3℄℄, any graph
that is not planar must ontain a subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 ; we all
that subgraph the Kuratowski subgraph. Thus, any target embedding must ontain
;

a subembedding of a graph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 . We make use of that
property in proving the existen e of parents for target embeddings. Given a target
;

embedding E , we an always nd a subembedding of E whi h is an embedding of
a graph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 . We olour the hosen subembedding red,
and de ne the red-degree of a vertex in E to be the number of red edges in ident
;

to that vertex. The verti es in the red subgraph with red-degree not equal to two
are alled main verti es [29℄. Note that no vertex an have red-degree one, be ause
then the red subgraph ould not be homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 . We may hange
;

the olouring later, but will always preserve the property that the red subgraph
is homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , and therefore nonplanar. The following lemma is
useful in manipulating the red olouring.
;

Lemma 3.1.2 If a graph G with a red- oloured subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or

K3 3 ontains a triangle with verti es fu; v; wg and edges e = (u; v ), f = (v; w),
;

and g = (w; u), and no edges in ident to u are red ex ept possibly e and g, then

the set of red edges in the triangle must be fe; g g, ff g, or the empty set, and we
an freely ex hange the two nonempty possibilities while keeping the red subgraph
homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 .
;

Proof. Sin e no other edges in ident to u are red and the red-degree of u annot

be one, e and g must be both red or both not red. All three edges in the triangle
annot be red be ause then u would have red-degree two and by eliminating u the
red subgraph would ontain a multiple edge and not be homeomorphi to K5 or
K3 3 . That leaves only the listed possibilities for the set of red edges in the triangle.
;

If H1 is the red subgraph when f is the only red edge in the triangle, and H2
is the red subgraph when e and g are red but f is not, then the graph obtained by
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starting from H1 and subdividing f is isomorphi to H2 . Re all that no other edges
in ident to u an be red. Then H1 is homeomorphi to H2 and so if one of them is
homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , the other must also be.
;



The red olouring allows us to prove results about edges that an safely be
removed or ontra ted without making the graph planar, be ause as long as we do
not disturb the red subgraph too mu h, the graph must remain nonplanar. There
will be times when we hange the olouring, to make ertain edges red or not, but
in all ases, we preserve the property that the red subgraph is homeomorphi to K5
or K3 3 .
;

Lemma 3.1.3 Let C be a target graph ontaining a red- oloured subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , as des ribed above. If we ontra t an edge e in C with a
;

degree three endpoint u by a reverse T1 1 move, where e may or may not be red but
the other two edges in ident to u are not both red, and assuming that the reverse
;

T1 1 move does not
;

reate a multiple edge, then the resulting graph P is not planar.

Proof. Sin e C ontains a red subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , the graph P
;

an only be a planar graph if the edge ontra tion makes the red subgraph planar.
We an also hange the olouring as des ribed in Lemma 3.1.2 without hanging the
homeomorphism of the red subgraph to K5 or K3 3 . Contra ting an edge an make
the red subgraph not homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 in only two ways: by identifying
;

;

two main verti es, or by identifying a vertex u that is not a main vertex with a
neighbour v that is red, but where the edge (u; v ) is not red.
Be ause the two edges other than e in ident to u are not both red and u has
degree three, the red-degree of u an be at most two. It annot be one be ause no
vertex has red-degree one, so it must be zero or two. Then u is not a main vertex
of the red subgraph. If the red-degree of u is zero then ontra ting the edge annot
make the red subgraph planar be ause all the red verti es and edges are un hanged
by the operation. If the red-degree of u is two, that also means that e is red, and
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Figure 3.3: Vertex names for the proof of Theorem 3.1.4.
then we are ontra ting a red edge with an endpoint that is not a main vertex, and
so the red subgraph is still homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 .
;



With Lemma 3.1.3 providing a suÆ ient ondition under whi h we an make a

reverse T1 1 move and preserve nonplanarity, we are ready to begin nding possible
;

parents for target graphs. The following theorem shows that if we an generate all
diamond-free target embeddings, then we an generate all target embeddings with
one or more diamonds. This theorem does not pla e any restri tions on the number
of diamonds in the parent.

Theorem 3.1.4 Any target graph C that ontains a diamond an be obtained from
a target graph P with fewer edges by some move in the set
Proof.

fC0 1; D2 4; T1 1 g.
;

;

;

Let (u; v ) be the diamond edge, and w and x be the two neighbours

shared by u and v , as shown in Figure 3.3. If there is an edge (w; x) then we an

remove that edge with a reverse C0 1 move. The graph P has fewer edges than
C . The graphs P and C must have the same genus be ause by Theorem 3.1.1 we
;

an repla e the diamond with an edge in ea h one, without a e ting the genus, to
obtain two graphs that are the same ex ept for the presen e of a multiple edge and
so have the same genus.
The graph P is bi onne ted be ause there are still two internally vertex disjoint

paths between w and x, namely hw; u; xi and hw; v; xi. Finally, P has all verti es
of degree at least three. Only w and x have their degrees redu ed by the reverse

move. If w had its degree redu ed to two, then either x was a ut vertex of C , or
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C was K4 ; similarly, if x had its degree redu ed to two, then either C was K4 or w

was a ut vertex of C .
If there is no edge (w; x) in C , we onsider the degrees of w and x. If one
of them (we say without loss of generality w) has degree three, we all its third
neighbour (besides u and v ) y . We will ontra t the edge between w and y with a

reverse T1 1 move to get a target graph P with fewer edges than C . The ontra tion
;

of (w; y ) annot reate a multiple edge be ause then y and w would have to be
part of a triangle, and the third vertex would have to be u or v . But we already
know three distin t neighbours for ea h of those already; the only way fw; y; ug or

fw; y; vg

ould be a triangle would be if x and y were the same vertex, in whi h

ase there would be an edge (w; x), and that possibility was onsidered above. Sin e
both endpoints have minimum degree three, the edge ontra tion annot redu e the
degree of any vertex. Contra ting (w; y ) ould only redu e the onne tivity of the
graph if fw; y g were a two-vertex ut, and then ea h of them would also be a ut

vertex, ontradi ting the bi onne tedness of C . Contra ting an edge annot in rease
the genus of a graph. Thus, it only remains to show that ontra ting (w; y ) does
not redu e the genus of the graph.
Suppose we eliminate the diamond with a reverse

D2 4 move to
;

reate a graph

H , whi h ontains at least one degree two vertex (namely w) and so is not a tar-

get graph, but is nonplanar by Theorem 3.1.1. We an olour a red subgraph of
H homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 as above, then repla e the diamond to obtain a
;

olouring of C . If the edge (w; x) was red in H then we olour red the edges (w; u)
and (u; x); other than that, all the edges introdu ed when we repla e the diamond
remain un oloured. Then (w; u) and (w; v ) are not both red, so by Lemma 3.1.3
the graph P is nonplanar and therefore P is a target graph.
The only remaining ase for the theorem o urs if w and x both have degree

greater than three, with no edge (w; x). In that ase, we an perform a reverse D2 4
;

move to eliminate the diamond, giving a graph P . A reverse D2 4 move must leave
;

the genus of the graph un hanged, by Theorem 3.1.1. The reverse move does not
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reate a multiple edge be ause there is no edge (w; x) in C . Be ause w and x have
degree greater than three in C and ea h has its degree redu ed by one, their degrees
in P are still are least three. The graph P must be bi onne ted be ause if there
were a pair of verti es y and z whi h had two paths between them and distin t at
the endpoints in C but not in P , then both those paths must have passed through
w and x. Then x or y would have to be a ut vertex in C , unless they ea h had no

other neighbours besides u and v ; either hoi e ontradi ts the de nition of C as
a target graph. Therefore P has genus one, is bi onne ted, and has all verti es of
degree at least three, and so is a target graph.



When looking for a parent of a diamond-free target embedding, our reverse move

must ne essarily be a reverse C0 1 or T1 1 move, be ause the reverse D2 4 move an
only be applied to a target embedding ontaining a diamond, and sometimes not
;

;

;

even then. It is easy to nd edges that an be removed while preserving nonplanarity; any non-red edge will do. Finding edges we an ontra t while preserving
nonplanarity is also easy.

We an only apply a reverse C0 1 move when both endpoints of the edge we
removed have degree greater than three, or else the resulting embedding would
;

have verti es of degree two and would not be a target embedding. We an only

apply a reverse T1 1 move to ontra t an edge with at least one endpoint of degree
three, and only when the edge is not part of a triangle, to avoid reating multiple
;

edges. With either reverse move, we must preserve the bi onne tedness of the graph.
The following lemma gives a suÆ ient ondition for hanges in a graph to preserve
bi onne tedness.

Lemma 3.1.5 Let G1 be a bi onne ted graph. Let H1 be a bi onne ted subgraph of
G1 joined to the rest of G1 by exa tly two distin t verti es u and v; that is, u and v
are the verti es of H1 adja ent to verti es of G1 not in H1 . Let H2 be a bi onne ted
subgraph of H1 ontaining u and v, and let G2 be the graph formed from G1 by
repla ing H1 with H2 . Then G2 is bi onne ted.
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Proof. Let w and x be any two distin t verti es in G2 . If both w and x are in H2 ,

then there must be a y le in luding these two verti es in H2 and so in G2 , by the
bi onne tedness of H2 . If ea h of w and x either is not in H2 , or is one of u and v ,
then we an nd a y le in luding both of them in G1 . If that y le in ludes any
edges of H1 , then its interse tion with H1 must onsist of a path from u to v . Then
we nd a path from u to v in H2 , and repla e the path from u to v in H1 with the
path from u to v in H2 , to give us a y le in luding w and x in G2 .
The remaining ase is where one of w and x is not in H2 , and the other is in
H2 and is not u or v . Say without loss of generality that w is in H2 and is not u or
v . Then we nd a y le C1 in luding w and x in G1 . The interse tion of C1 with
H1 must onsist of a path between u and v . We nd a y le C2 in H2 that in ludes
both u and w. If v is in C2 then we an split C2 into two internally vertex disjoint

paths from u to v , hoose one that in ludes w, and use that to repla e the part of
C1 that passed through H1 , giving a y le in G2 that in ludes both w and x.

If v is not in C2 , we nd two internally vertex disjoint paths from w to v through
H2 . Let P1 be one of those that does not ontain u. Let y be the last vertex in P1

that is in C2 ; sin e w is in the path and in C2 , y must exist. We split C2 into two
internally vertex disjoint paths from u to y , hoose one that in ludes w, and take
the union of that with the segment of P1 from y to v , to nd a path P2 from u to v
ontained in H2 and ontaining w. We repla e the interse tion of C1 and H1 with
P2 , to give a y le in G2 ontaining w and x. See Figure 3.4.

Therefore, for all distin t w and x in G2 we an nd a y le in G2 ontaining w
and x; we an split that y le into two internally vertex disjoint paths from w to x,
and so G2 is bi onne ted.



The next lemma shows that under some onditions whi h target graphs happen
to satisfy, we an nd an edge whose removal leaves the graph bi onne ted.

Lemma 3.1.6 Any bi onne ted graph G ontaining at least three verti es and at
most two verti es of degree two, must ontain some edge whose removal leaves the
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Figure 3.4: Finding a path from u to v ontaining w, in H2 .

Figure 3.5: K4 minus an edge.
graph bi onne ted.
Proof.

By examination of all smaller graphs (there are only a few), K4 minus

one edge, shown in Figure 3.5, is the unique bi onne ted graph with at least three
verti es, at most two verti es of degree two, and the smallest possible number of
edges. We an remove the edge between that graph's two verti es of degree three,
and leave a bi onne ted graph.
If G has more than ve edges, we nd a y le F in G ontaining all the degree
two verti es, if any. This must be possible be ause there are at most two degree
two verti es, G is bi onne ted, and in a bi onne ted graph we an nd a y le
ontaining any pair of verti es. Sin e G has at least three verti es, they annot all
be degree two, and any vertex an only have zero or two in ident edges in F , so
there must be an edge (u; v ) in G that is not in F , and its endpoints u and v must
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ea h have degree at least three in G. If removal of (u; v ) leaves the remaining graph
G

(u; v ) bi onne ted, then we are done.
Otherwise, there must be at least one vertex w of G whi h is a ut vertex in

G

(u; v ). Removal of any ut vertex w must split G

(u; v ) into exa tly two

onne ted omponents, be ause otherwise w would be a ut vertex in G also. Then
u and v must be in two di erent bi onne ted omponents of G

edges of F must be in one bi onne ted omponent of G

(u; v ), and all the

(u; v ) be ause F is itself

a bi onne ted subgraph; re all that (u; v ) was hosen not to be in F . Then one of
u and v , say without loss of generality u, must be in a bi onne ted omponent of
G

(u; v ) whi h ontains no edges in F and is atta hed to the rest of G

(u; v )

only at one ut vertex; we all that bi onne ted omponent H and that ut vertex
x. Note that x need not be the same as w be ause w is any ut vertex of G (u; v )

whereas x is the parti ular ut vertex joining H to the rest of G

(u; v ).

The subgraph H annot onsist only of u be ause then u would be a ut vertex
of G, and H annot onsist only of u and one other vertex with an edge between
them, be ause then u would have degree two in G. So H must ontain at least
three verti es. The subgraph H annot in lude any vertex that had degree two in
G, be ause H has no edges in F , and all edges in ident to verti es with degree two

in G were edges in F . The only verti es in H whi h have smaller degree in H than
they had in G, are u and x; H in ludes all edges from G in ident to any of the other
verti es in H . So the verti es u and x are the only ones that ould have degree two
in H .
Then H is a bi onne ted graph with at least three verti es, at most two verti es
of degree two, and fewer edges than G be ause it does not ontain the edge (u; v ).
We an look re ursively for an edge e to remove from H that will leave H
bi onne ted. Then by Lemma 3.1.5, removing e from G leaves G



e

e bi onne ted.

Preserving nonplanarity as well as bi onne tedness is only a little more diÆ ult.
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In the following proof, we use a similar te hnique to split the graph into two pie es,
but instead of nding a y le and using it to remove part of the graph, we remove the
red subgraph from onsideration at the rst stage of the re ursion. After that, we
know that any remaining edges an be removed while keeping the graph nonplanar,
and so we simply apply Lemma 3.1.6. Note that Lemma 3.1.7 does not ne essarily
provide a useful reverse move from C , be ause the edge sele ted ould have a degree
three endpoint, resulting in a degree two vertex in P . However, in that ase the
edge still provides a useful starting point for the sear h for reverse moves in the
suÆ ien y theorem.

Lemma 3.1.7 If C is a target graph with a red- oloured subgraph homeomorphi
to K5 or K3 3 , then either C is K5 or K3 3 , or C ontains an edge e that is not red
;

;

and an be removed to give a graph P whi h is a target graph ex ept for possibly
ontaining degree two verti es.
Proof. If C is a target graph other than K5 or K3 3 , then it must ontain an edge
;

e that is not red. Otherwise, it would ontain at least one degree two vertex. If

we remove e from C , the genus of the resulting graph C

e must be the same

as the genus of C , be ause removing an edge annot in rease the genus and the
red subgraph is preserved. Removing e annot reate a multiple edge in C
C

e. If

e is bi onne ted, then it satis es all onditions for P ; otherwise, we will nd a

di erent edge to remove.
Suppose removing the edge e would render C e not bi onne ted, by reating one
or more ut verti es. Removal of any one ut vertex u splits C e into two onne ted
omponents. Removal of u annot split C

e into more than two omponents,

be ause then (as shown in Figure 3.6), u would be a ut vertex in C also. The
graph C e then ontains at least two bi onne ted omponents. Be ause the genus
of a graph is the sum of the genera of its bi onne ted omponents [8℄, exa tly one
bi onne ted omponent of C

e is nonplanar. Sin e the two endpoints of e are

in di erent bi onne ted omponents of C

e, one of them must be in a planar
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Figure 3.6: Removal of the ut vertex u must split C e into exa tly two onne ted
omponents: one planar, and one nonplanar.
bi onne ted omponent of C
C

e. Let H be a planar bi onne ted omponent of

e ontaining an endpoint of e, and v be the endpoint of e ontained in H .

Just as in Lemma 3.1.6 above, the bi onne ted omponent H annot onsist
only of v be ause then v would be a ut vertex of C , and H annot onsist of v and
one other vertex with an edge between them, be ause then v would have degree
two in C . When onsidered as a subgraph of C , H is onne ted to the rest of C
only though the verti es v and w, where w is some ut vertex of C

e, as shown in

Figure 3.7. The verti es v and w must ea h have degree at least two in H be ause
otherwise H would not be bi onne ted. Any other verti es in H have the same
degree in H that they had in C , ne essarily at least three be ause C is a target
graph.
So H is a bi onne ted graph with at least three verti es and at most two verti es
of degree two. By Lemma 3.1.6 we an remove an edge of H and leave H

e

bi onne ted. Then by Lemma 3.1.5, P is bi onne ted. Sin e H ontains no red
edges, that edge must not be red, and its removal does not hange the genus of C .
Therefore P is a target graph ex ept for possibly ontaining degree two verti es.



If the edge e of Lemma 3.1.7 has a degree three endpoint then we annot use a
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Figure 3.7: The bi onne ted omponent H .
reverse C0 1 move to remove it. It ould be that the edge from Lemma 3.1.7 is on a
;

triangle, or that any degree three endpoint of this edge also has both other in ident

edges red, so Lemma 3.1.3 might not allow us to ontra t it with a reverse T1 1 move
;

either. The following theorem shows that even in su h ases, we an always nd
some reverse move to use.

Theorem 3.1.8 Any target graph C either is K5 , K3 3 , or an be obtained by mak;

ing a move in

fC0 1; D2 4; T1 1g on a target graph P
;

;

;

with fewer edges.

Proof. If C ontains a diamond, Theorem 3.1.4 provides a reverse move to P and

we are nished. Otherwise, we nd a subgraph of C homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 ,
;

and olour that subgraph red. By Lemma 3.1.7, there is an edge e whi h is not red,
su h that removal of e would leave the graph bi onne ted and toroidal.
If both endpoints of e have degree greater than three, then we an remove e

with a reverse C0 1 move; the only remaining ondition for P to be a target graph
is for all verti es to have degree at least three, and removing an edge between two
;

verti es of degree greater than three preserves that. If one endpoint of e has degree
three, we all it u. The other endpoint, whi h we all v , may also have degree three.
The other two neighbours of u we all w and x. Now, how many distin t triangles
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Figure 3.8: Vertex names when u is on three triangles.
in C an ontain u? The answer is at most three be ause any triangle ontaining
u is uniquely determined by u and two of its neighbours; there are only three ways

to hoose two of the three neighbours of u.

If u is not in any triangle in C : then we an ontra t one of the edges

in ident to u, other than e, with a reverse T1 1 move to nd P . Sin e e is not red,
by Lemma 3.1.3 the resulting graph P has genus greater than one. The graph P
;

must be bi onne ted, every vertex in P must have degree at least three, and the

genus of P must be at most one, be ause the reverse T1 1 move always preserves
those properties. Sin e no edge in ident to u was on a triangle, ontra ting one of
;

them annot reate multiple edges. Therefore, P is a target graph.

If u is in three distin t triangles in C : then we have the situation shown in
Figure 3.8, where the verti es u, v , w, and x indu e a subgraph isomorphi to K4 .
If any neighbour of u had degree three, then C would ontain a diamond, and we
already handled that ase. So all of v , w, and x have degree at least four.
If any edge between two neighbours of u is not red, we say without loss of

generality that it is (w; x) and eliminate it with a reverse C0 1 move to nd P . Sin e
;

the edge is not red and has both endpoints of degree greater than three, we know
that we an remove it while preserving the genus and keeping the minimum degree
at least three. The graph P is also bi onne ted, be ause there are still two internally

vertex disjoint paths between w and x, namely hw; u; xi and hw; v; xi. Therefore P
is a target graph.
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If all edges between neighbours of u are red, then be ause the edge (u; v ) is not
red, by Lemma 3.1.2 none of the edges in ident to u is red and we an re olour to
make (w; x) not red and (w; u) and (u; x) red. Then, as above, we remove the edge

(w; x) with a reverse C0 1 move to obtain P , whi h is a target graph.
If u is in exa tly one triangle in C : that triangle must in lude two edges
;

in ident to u. If any non-red edge in ident to u is on the triangle, then we an
ontra t along the one edge in ident to u that is not on the triangle, with a reverse

T1 1
;

move, to obtain P . By Lemma 3.1.3 this preserves the genus of the graph.

Sin e the edge being ontra ted is not on a triangle, the reverse move reates no

multiple edges. And a reverse T1 1 move an never de rease the degree of a vertex
or redu e the onne tivity of a graph, so the remaining onditions are satis ed, and
;

P is a target graph.

If u is in one triangle and both edges in ident to u in the triangle are red, then
the triangle onsists of u, w, and x. By Lemma 3.1.2, the edge (w; x) is not red,
and we an re- olour so that (w; x) is red and none of the edges in ident to u are

red. Then we ontra t along (u; v ) with a reverse T1 1 move, as above, and obtain
a target graph P .
;

If u is in exa tly two triangles in C : one neighbour of u must be in both of
those triangles also; we all this neighbour y . If y is degree three, then (u; y ) is a
diamond edge, and we handled the ase of graphs ontaining diamonds already. If
(u; y ) is red, then there is exa tly one vertex z adja ent to both u and y su h that
(u; z ) is red; then by Lemma 3.1.2, the edge (y; z ) is not red, but we an re olour
so that (y; z ) is red and no edge in ident to u is red.
Now we have a vertex u of degree three with a neighbour y of degree greater
than three, and the edge (u; y ) is not red and is on two triangular fa es. Let u0 be u
and let u1 be one of the other neighbours of u. Sin e (u0 ; y ) is part of two triangles,
u1 must also be a neighbour of y . If the edge (y; u1) is red, we an re olour to make

it not red while keeping the red subgraph nonplanar, by olouring (u0 ; u1 ) red if
it was not already red, and olouring (u0 ; y ) red. This has the e e t of splitting a
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vertex in the red subgraph, whi h always preserves nonplanarity. The resulting red
subgraph is nonplanar but may not be homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 ; if ne essary,
;

we an un olour additional edges to leave a red subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or
K3 3 , and (y; u1) not red.
;

We then repla e u0 by u1 and repeat, to hoose verti es u2 ; u3 ; : : : ; u : for i
starting at one, while u is degree three and (u ; y ) is on two triangles, we hoose
k

i

i

u +1 to be the third neighbour of u , other than u 1 and y . The vertex u that
i

i

i

k

terminates the repetition must be adja ent to y and either u has degree greater
k

than three or (u ; y ) is on just one triangle. Furthermore the edge (u ; y ) must
k

k

not be red be ause we were re olouring to ensure that at every step of the way.
There must be su h a vertex u or else the verti es u would form a y le with every
k

i

vertex also adja ent to y ; and then either y would be a ut vertex of C , or C would
be a wheel and therefore planar. The following pseudo ode restates the iteration
algorithm:

FindUk(C; u; y) :
u0

u

u1

a neighbour of u other than y

if (u1 ; y ) is red
un olour (u1 ; y )
olour (y; u0) and (u0 ; u1 ) red
un olour additional edges as needed to make red subgraph homeomorphi
to K5 or K3 3
;

end if
i

1

while degree (u ) = 3 and (u ; y ) is on two triangles in C
i

i

if (u +1 ; y ) is red
i

un olour (u +1 ; y )
i

olour (y; u ) and (u ; u +1 ) red
i

i

i
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un olour additional edges as needed to make red subgraph homeomorphi
to K5 or K3 3
;

end if
i+1

i

end while
k

i

return u

k

When we nish we have a vertex u adja ent to y , with the edge (u ; y ) not red,
k

k

and either that edge is on just one triangle in C or the degree of u is greater than
k

three. If the degree of u is greater than three, then we an remove (u ; y ) with
k

k

a reverse C0 1 move to obtain P . Be ause the edge we remove is not red and has
both endpoints of degree greater than three, P is nonplanar and has no verti es of
;

degree less than three.
Choose a neighbour u +1 of u , other than u 1 and y . Sin e C is bi onne ted,
we an nd a path from y to u +1 and not ontaining u . By adding the edges (y; u )
k

k

k

k

k

k

and (u ; u +1) to that path, we have a y le. If the y le does not ontain the vertex
u 1, we an repla e the edge (y; u ) with (u ; u 1) and (u 1 ; y ) to nd a y le
through u and y that does not ontain (u ; y ). Let z be the third vertex adja ent
k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

to u 1, besides u and y . Sin e the edge (u 1; y ) is on two triangles, z must also
be a neighbour of y . If the y le passes through the vertex u 1 , then be ause
k

k

k

k

u 1 has degree three, the y le must in lude the edges (y; u 1) and (u 1; z ). We
k

k

k

an repla e the sequen e of onse utive verti es in the y le hu ; y; u 1; z i with
hu ; u 1; y; zi to nd a y le through u and y in P . Therefore, we an always nd
k

k

k

k

k

a y le through u and y and not passing through (u ; y ), and that y le provides
k

k

two internally vertex disjoint paths between these verti es, so removal of (u ; y )
k

leaves a bi onne ted graph P . Sin e P ful lls the other onditions, it is a target
graph.
If the degree of u is three, then the edge (u ; y ) is on only one triangle. Let
k

k
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(u ; z ) be the edge in ident to u that is not in that triangle. The edge (u ; z )
k

k

k

annot be in any triangle be ause if it were in a triangle, that triangle would have
to also ontain either y or u 1 . If the triangle ontains y then the third vertex
is a neighbour of y , (u ; y ) is in two triangles, and we would not have stopped at
k

k

u . If fu ; u 1; z g is a triangle, then z must be a neighbour of u 1 other than
k

k

k

k

y , and so z must be a neighbour of y be ause (u 1 ; y ) is in two triangles. Then
fu ; y; zg must be a triangle, ontradi ting the laim that (u ; y) was in only the
k

k

k

triangle fu ; u 1; y g.
Then (u ; z ) is an edge in ident to the degree three vertex u and not on any
k

k

k

k

triangle, so we an ontra t it with a reverse T1 1 move to leave a bi onne ted graph
;

P with no multiple edges or verti es of degree less than three. Be ause the edge

(u ; y ) is not red, by Lemma 3.1.3, P is nonplanar. Therefore P is a target graph.
k



Theorem 3.1.8 shows the existen e of a reverse move from any target graph other
than K5 or K3 3 to a target graph with fewer edges. As noted at the start of this
se tion, the existen e of a target graph parent for any target graph hild implies
;

the existen e of a target embedding parent for any target embedding hild. So the

suÆ ien y of the move set fC0 1 ; D2 4 ; T1 1 g to generate all target embeddings, with
;

;

;

the torus embeddings of K5 and K3 3 as seeds, follows immediately.
;

3.2 The three-move set is minimal
Although we have intuitive justi ation for ea h of the three move types C0 1 , D2 4 ,
;

;

and T1 1 , it may seem possible that some subset of these moves ould still generate
;

all target graphs. Our work began with two move types (S1 1 and C0 1 ) whi h
were expanded to six move types (C0 1 , C1 2 , C2 3 , D2 4 , D3 5 , and D4 6 ) to eliminate
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ineÆ ien ies asso iated with degree two verti es. The six-move set was then ut to

four moves by the adoption of the T1 1 move, whi h eliminated the need for C2 3 ,
;

;
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D3 5, and D4 6 .
But the C1 2 move was only eliminated mu h later, be ause at the time the four;

;

;

move set was hosen we were attempting to work with embeddings on arbitrary
surfa es, and there is an in nite set of target-like graphs on the plane, namely the

wheels, whi h annot be generated without C1 2 . A tually, there are no target embeddings (under the urrent de nition whi h requires nonplanarity) that annot be
;

generated by the three-move set above; but we only proved that late in the resear h,

spurred by the experimental observation that removing C1 2 from our software did
;

not redu e the list of graphs generated. Three-move suÆ ien y, proved in Theorem 3.1.8, is far from obvious. So there is some pre edent for the idea that move
sets may be redu ed ounter-intuitively.
In this se tion, not only do we prove that the three-move set is minimal in the
stri t sense that any proper subset requires an in nite set of seeds to generate all
target graphs, but we also argue that the in nite set of seeds required by any further
redu tion of the three-move set would have to be in onveniently ompli ated. Thus,
further redu tion of the move set is not useful, even if we are willing to make a
on ession like generating most embeddings with our standard algorithm and using
a di erent algorithm to generate the few not overed.

Lemma 3.2.1 The set of moves fD2 4 ; T1 1 g is not suÆ ient to generate all target
;

;

embeddings with any nite set of seeds.
Proof.

These moves may add at most two edges for every vertex they add, so

with a nite set of seeds the embeddings we an generate with n verti es have a
maximum of 2n + k edges for some onstant k. Triangulations on the torus with
n verti es may have up to 3n edges, and for suÆ iently large n, this will always

ex eed the number of edges in any n-vertex embedding we an generate. Therefore,
there exist embeddings we annot generate with this set of moves and any nite set
of seeds.
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Attempting to ompensate for the removal of C0 1 by expanding the set of seeds
;

would require us to add as seeds all the torus triangulations. Generating triangulations for surfa es is an interesting problem whi h has been studied, for instan e,
by Barnette [6, 7℄, but a solution to that problem requires work omparable to our
work here; and it is not obvious that the triangulations are the only things we would

have to add. So removing C0 1 from the set of moves would almost ertainly reate
;

more work than it saves.

Lemma 3.2.2 The set of moves fC0 1 ; T1 1 g is not suÆ ient to generate all target
;

;

embeddings with any nite set of seeds.

By starting with a seed embedding and repeatedly repla ing edges with

Proof.

the stru ture shown in Figure 3.1, whi h we all a super-diamond, we an onstru t
a target embedding whi h ontains an arbitrarily large number of opies of this
stru ture. Indeed, we an hoose a target embedding whi h ontains the superdiamond more times than there are edges in any seed embedding. In su h a target
embedding there must be a super-diamond where none of the seven edges existed
in the seed and so all of them were reated by moves in our set. We onsider what
the last move used in the reation of that opy ould have been.

Suppose the last move made was a C0 1 move. In that ase, the last edge added
;

ould not have been one of the ve edges in ident to at least one of the two degree
three verti es. If it was one of the two remaining edges, then the embedding prior
to that move must have ontained a diamond, and moreover a diamond that did
not exist in the seed be ause all the seed edges are in use elsewhere. We do not
have a move in our set that an reate a diamond, so this is impossible and the last
move annot have been a C0 1 move.
;

A T1 1 move must always reate a degree three vertex. But the two degree
three verti es in the super-diamond are ea h ontained in two distin t triangles.
;

Reversing the T1 1 move from either of these verti es to any of its neighbours would
;
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Figure 3.9: Exploding a vertex to reate degree three verti es ea h adja ent to two
others.
give us a previous state ontaining a multiple edge. So the last move annot have
been a T1 1 move.
;

Therefore there is no way to reate more opies of the stru ture shown in Figure 3.1 than there are edges in any seed, and so for this set of moves and any nite
set of seeds, we an always nd a target embedding we annot reate. Thus, the

set of moves fC0 1 ; T1 1 g is not suÆ ient.
;

;



Eliminating D2 4 would require us to add as seeds an in nite number of graphs
;

di ering from graphs we an generate without

D2 4 ,
;

only by

D2 4
;

moves. This

seems at least as ompli ated as in luding D2 4 in the set of allowable moves. The
;

proof of Lemma 3.2.2 may seem unne essarily ompli ated. A similar proof ould be
written to use ordinary diamonds instead of super-diamonds. The proof was written
as above, using super-diamonds, be ause the diamond-based proof would involve
graphs ontaining a large number of diamonds. As des ribed in Chapter 4, we wish
to avoid diamonds, and to make restri tions on the number of diamonds that may
exist in our embeddings. Lemma 3.2.2 as proved here produ es ounterexamples to

suÆ ien y that ontain no diamonds but still require the D2 4 move.
;

Lemma 3.2.3 The set of moves fC0 1 ; D2 4 g is not suÆ ient to generate all target
;

;

embeddings with any nite set of seeds.
Proof.

Neither of these moves an reate a degree three vertex adja ent to two

other degree three verti es, be ause C0 1 always in reases the degree of two verti es
;
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beyond three without introdu ing any new ones, and D2 4 introdu es two new degree
;

three verti es but makes them ea h adja ent to two verti es of degree greater than
three. As shown in Figure 3.9, we an perform a move on any vertex of a target
embedding to reate a new target embedding ontaining degree three verti es ea h
adja ent to two other degree three verti es. We an do this on an arbitrarily large
target embedding, so we an produ e an in nite number of ounterexamples to the
suÆ ien y of fC0 1 ; D2 4 g.
;

;



Not only does Lemma 3.2.3 provide an in nite number of embeddings we annot generate with

fC0 1 ; D2 4g, but the embeddings are of a form that we
;

;

annot

generate onveniently enough to throw them in as seeds. For instan e, the duals of
triangulations on our surfa e are usually if not always three-regular target embeddings. All these would have to be in luded as seeds. Also, we an generate from
any target embedding an exponential number of hildren, all target embeddings
not generated by

fC0 1 ; D2 4g, by exploding a subset of the verti es in the manner
;

;

of Figure 3.9. There would be some dupli ation among those hildren, but it does
not look like an easy way to simplify our experiments. Even if we were to repla e

T1 1 with some new move for
;

reating degree three verti es with two degree three

neighbours, su h a move would almost ertainly not be easier to implement than

T1 1 .
;

We an now prove the main result of this se tion, the minimality of the threemove set.

Theorem 3.2.4 The set of move types

fC0 1 ; D2 4; T1 1 g is suÆ ient and minimal
;

;

;

to generate all target embeddings, with the set of seeds equal to all embeddings on
the torus of K5 and K3 3 .
;

Proof.

We have suÆ ien y from Theorem 3.1.8. By Lemmata 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and

3.2.3, if we remove any one move type the remaining set is not suÆ ient. Therefore
no proper subset of fC0 1 ; D2 4 ; T1 1 g is suÆ ient, so this set is minimal.
;

;

;
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As well as being minimal in the te hni al sense of Se tion 2.4, this set of three
move types appears to be espe ially onvenient when we work with the stated
de nition of target graphs as having no degree two verti es. In the next se tion we
dis uss what might be a omplished by relaxing that requirement.

3.3 A two-move minimal suÆ ient set
The software written for this resear h began as a program to generate randomly
sele ted embeddings of toroidal graphs, by starting with a seed K5 or K3 3 and
making S1 1 and C0 1 moves. When we later began to onsider the question of
;

;

;

exhaustive generation without dupli ates, we started with that set of moves and
a more relaxed de nition for target embeddings that permitted them to in lude
verti es of degree two.

Theorem 3.3.1 The set of moves fS1 1 ; C0 1 g is suÆ ient and minimal to generate
;

;

all ombinatorial embeddings of graphs homeomorphi to target graphs, with the set
of seeds equal to all embeddings on the torus of K5 and K3 3 .
;

Proof. If an embedding E is like a target embedding ex ept that it ontains one

or more verti es of degree two, then we an use a reverse S1 1 move to remove one
of the degree two verti es and obtain an embedding E 0 with fewer edges whi h is
;

similarly a target embedding ex ept for possibly ontaining verti es of degree two.
If E ontains no verti es of degree two, then it is a target embedding, and if E is
not a seed we an apply Lemma 3.1.7 to nd an edge that we an remove with a
reverse C0 1 move to obtain an embedding E 0 , whi h is a target embedding ex ept for
;

possibly ontaining some verti es of degree two. Therefore, fS1 1 ; C0 1 g is suÆ ient.
;

;

The set of moves onsisting of only S1 1 is not suÆ ient be ause it annot be
used to reate embeddings with more verti es of degree greater than two than exist
;

in any seed, and a target-like embedding ould ontain an arbitrary number of
verti es of degree greater than two. Similarly, the set of moves onsisting of only
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C0 1
;

annot reate verti es at all, and so annot reate target-like embeddings with

more verti es than any seed. Therefore, fS1 1 ; C0 1 g is minimal.
;

;



If we allow verti es of degree two, then the number of embeddings and therefore
graphs we must onsider in reases without signi ant improvements in the uses
we an make of the results. Any time we would want to embed a graph with

degree two verti es on the torus, we ould instead eliminate them with reverse S1 1
;

moves, embed the resulting graph, and then add the verti es of degree two ba k in
afterwards. Degree two verti es have no e e t on embeddability.
So the question arose of how many degree two verti es we had to permit in
order to be able to generate all target embeddings, and the answer seemed to be
three, be ause we needed to be able to draw a hord a ross a fa e, possibly reating
one or two new degree three verti es at the ends of the hord, and we needed to
be able to reate diamonds, either repla ing or inserted in the middle of existing
edges. Creating diamonds with S1 1 and C0 1 , as des ribed below, ould require the
;

;

use of up to three degree two verti es at one time.
If we would be reating degree two verti es only under limited ir umstan es
and only to immediately in rease their degree with new edges, then we might as
well reate and destroy the degree two verti es in one step. That lead naturally to

fC0 1 ; C1 2; C2 3 ; D2 4; D3 5; D4 6g. Ea h of these moves orresponds
to a sequen e of S1 1 and C0 1 moves, as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
a set of six moves:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The six-move set appeared to be suÆ ient to generate all target embeddings,

but was diÆ ult to implement in pra ti e. The D3 5 and D4 6 moves, in parti ular,
presented diÆ ulties be ause of the sizes of the subembeddings that had to be
;

;

onstru ted and inserted. Our data stru tures involved two re ords ontaining
three pointers ea h for every edge, requiring at least 42 pointers to be updated

one by one in order to remove one old edge and add six new ones in a D4 6 move.
Although there is nothing in prin iple diÆ ult about updating a data stru ture this
;

way, in pra ti e su h moves proved umbersome to implement and debug.
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Figure 3.10: Chord moves as sequen es of C0 1 and S1 1 moves.
;

;

Figure 3.11: Diamond moves as sequen es of C0 1 and S1 1 moves.
;

;
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Figure 3.12: Simulating C2 3 with C1 2 and T1 1 .
;

;

;

The six-move set, be ause of its omplexity, was also umbersome to deal with
on the theoreti al level. It appeared that the suÆ ien y of the six-move set would
be easy enough to prove. We do not prove it here be ause with the introdu tion of
the three-move set and proof of the two-move set's suÆ ien y independent of the
six-move set, a ompli ated proof for the six-move set no longer seems useful. It
was not lear whether the six-move set was minimal, nor how to prove that.

The T1 1 move was introdu ed to simplify the set of moves. As shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, the use of the T1 1 move along with C1 2 and D2 4 allows us to
;

;

;

;

a hieve the e e t of the more ompli ated C2 3 , D3 5 , and D4 6 moves. That leads
naturally to a set of four moves, fC0 1 ; C1 2 ; D2 4 ; T1 1 g. It is not generally possible to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

simulate a C1 2 move with a C0 1 move followed by a T1 1 move, be ause if we wished
;

;

;

to perform the C1 2 move inside a triangular fa e, the initial C0 1 move would have
to reate a multiple edge.
;

;

The C1 2 move appears ne essary be ause, if we imagine ourselves generating
planar embeddings in the same way we generate torus embeddings, a wheel with
;

many verti es learly annot be generated by any of the other moves in the four-

move set. A wheel other than K4 ontains no diamonds, so D2 4 is unusable; it
ontains only one vertex of degree greater than three, so C0 1 is unusable; and a
;

;

T1 1 move would require the parent to
;

ontain multiple edges. It seems reasonable,

then, that there should be nonplanar graphs whi h also require C1 2 . The ne essity
;

of C1 2 appeared so obvious that its proof ould safely be left almost to the end of
;

the proje t. So our intent during most of the proje t was to prove suÆ ien y of
the six-move set, then suÆ ien y of the four-move set by the equivalen es above.
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Figure 3.13: Simulating D3 5 and D4 6 with D2 4 and T1 1 .
;

;

;

;
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Then we would prove minimality of the four-move set, possibly with a note on the
possibilities of using the original two moves, for a more wasteful but mu h simpler
approa h.

The dis overy that C1 2 was not ne essary, or at least not ne essary when dealing
;

with embeddings on the torus, was triggered by the diÆ ulty of proving minimality
of the four-move set. Despite the note above that C1 2 annot be dire tly simulated
;

by C0 1 and T1 1 , we ould not a tually nd any target embeddings for whi h it
was ne essary; not even in our omputer experiments with hundreds of millions of
;

;

embeddings. Obtaining a suÆ ien y proof, showing that in fa t the four-move set
is not minimal, was diÆ ult but eventually possible.

Unfortunately, we have no simple explanation for why C1 2 an be eliminated;
unlike C2 3 , there is no easy sequen e of other moves that an repla e C1 2 in all ases.
;

;

;

At best we an point to Theorem 3.1.8, whi h shows (after a ompli ated argument

with several ases) that any target embedding whi h might appear to require C1 2 ,
;

an be generated in some other way with the other three moves. Although the
three-move set requires an elaborate proof and appears to be in some sense just
barely suÆ ient, it is suÆ ient, and having only three moves simpli es the software
a great deal.
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Chapter 4
Diamonds
In this hapter we dis uss a further re nement of the algorithm, intended to make
the output more useful by eliminating embeddings of less interesting graphs. Graphs
ontaining diamonds present fewer hallenges in embedding be ause we an simply eliminate the diamonds, embed the remaining graphs, and then reinsert the
diamonds. We begin with a des ription in Se tion 4.1 of diamonds and their onsequen es. Then in Se tion 4.2 we prove that the algorithm an be limited to examining target graphs with at most one diamond, and still generate all the diamond-free
target graphs. Finally, in Se tion 4.3 we dis uss how diamonds an be embedded
in several ways on the torus, and the onsequen es of that fa t for our work.

4.1 Some notes on diamonds
We have already mentioned that the presen e of diamonds in a graph does not

hange its genus, sin e we an always perform a reverse D2 4 move to nd a smaller
;

graph embeddable on exa tly the same surfa es. Just like degree two verti es and
multiple edges, diamonds an be viewed as uninteresting embellishments to existing
edges. For any graph G that we onsider really interesting, there will be a large
number of less interesting graphs onsisting of G with one or more diamonds sub-
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stituted into its edges. It would be preferable to eliminate them from onsideration.
But as des ribed in Chapter 3, forbidding diamonds entirely, by eliminating the

D2 4 move, would require us to have some other way to
;

reate the more ompli ated

stru tures whi h urrently require diamonds. Perhaps we ould make diamonds
unne essary by requiring target graphs to be 3- onne ted, but then the proofs that
we an maintain that onstraint, already diÆ ult for bi onne tedness, ould be ome
even more diÆ ult. Also, some intended appli ations of the output, for instan e
to the sear h for torus obstru tions (see Se tion 7.2) would su er if the output
were limited to 3- onne ted embeddings. It seems useful to permit at least a few
diamonds.
We ould make attempt to pla e a similar limit on how many degree two verti es
are ne essary at any one time to generate all target embeddings with moves in

fS1 1; C0 1 g, as dis ussed in Se tion 3.3, but it appears that we would still need at
;

;

least three degree two verti es to be able to generate diamonds with those moves.
Similarly, if we permitted multiple edges we might also need to permit enough of
those to be in onvenient.
Permitting diamonds presents less of a problem than permitting multiple edges
or degree two verti es, be ause every diamond in ludes two verti es whi h are not
available to be in luded in any other diamond. When we generate graphs up to a
xed number of verti es n, the n-vertex graphs ontaining diamonds must orrespond to graphs with n

2 or fewer verti es, and the fast growth in the number

of embeddings with in reasing n guarantees that there will be far fewer target
embeddings with n

2 verti es than with n verti es. So the a tual number of

diamond- ontaining embeddings should not be overwhelming.
Nonetheless, we hoose to avoid diamond- ontaining embeddings as far as possible. Lemma 3.2.2 shows that some diamonds are ne essary with our move set, so
we annot simply require all parents and hildren to be diamond-free and expe t
to generate all other target embeddings that way. In the next se tion we show that
we need tolerate only one diamond in an embedding at a time; the set of target
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Figure 4.1: The two situations where a reverse D2 4 move would reate a diamond
;

embeddings with at most one diamond an be generated without requiring the use
of embeddings with more than one diamond.

4.2 Only one diamond is ne essary
In order to reate graphs that do not ontain diamonds but do ontain things like
super-diamonds, we need to make use of parents ontaining diamonds. How many
diamonds must we tolerate in parents in order to be able to generate all diamondfree hildren? The following theorem shows that the answer is just one.

Theorem 4.2.1 If C is a target embedding ontaining at most one diamond, then
either C is a seed or C an be obtained from a target embedding P with fewer edges
and ontaining at most one diamond, by a move in

fC0 1; D2 4; T1 1g.
;

;

;

Proof. By Theorem 3.1.8, we an nd a reverse move from any non-seed C to some

target embedding. We onsider the ways that su h a reverse move ould reate a
diamond, and show that we an always nd a reverse move that will not in rease
the number of diamonds past one.

A reverse D2 4 move simultaneously redu es the degree of two verti es and makes
;

them adja ent to ea h other. However, it also destroys a diamond. There are two
ases: the new edge ould form the rossbar of the diamond (be oming the diamond
edge as su h) or it ould go into the side of the diamond. These two ases are shown
in Figure 4.1. In ea h ase, it is lear from the gure that the e e t of the reverse
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Figure 4.2: How a reverse T1 1 move an reate a diamond.
;

move is limited to the verti es shown. With the new edge forming the rossbar of
the diamond, both its endpoints an only be part of that one diamond, so only one
diamond is reated. With the new edge forming a side of the diamond, only one
vertex has its degree redu ed to three, and so, again, only one diamond is reated.

Sin e one diamond is always destroyed by the reverse D2 4 move, this reverse move
;

an never in rease the total number of diamonds in the embedding. Theorem 3.1.8
has already established that P is a target embedding when it is obtained by a

reverse D2 4 move. Note that in the ex eptional ase of making a D2 4 move on K4 ,
;

;

the resulting graph C has two diamond edges in it and a reverse D2 4 move gives us
;

the original K4 , with six diamond edges. We onsider only target graphs with at
most one diamond, so that situation is ex luded.

A reverse T1 1 move always in reases the degree of a vertex past three, so it an
;

never reate a diamond by reating a degree three vertex. Any diamond reated

by a reverse T1 1 move must result from the ontra tion of a 4- y le in the target
embedding, as shown in Figure 4.2. The edge (u; v ) is the one being ontra ted.
;

Su h a ontra tion ould in fa t reate two diamonds at on e, if we imagine the
stru ture repeated again on the other side of the edge (u; v ), as shown in Figure 4.3.
We an instead ontra t the edge (u; w) in C to obtain P unless u and y are adja ent,
or the edge (v; x) unless v and y are adja ent. The verti es u and v annot both be

adja ent to y , be ause then the original reverse T1 1 move would have been forbidden
;

for reating a multiple edge.
We an assume without loss of generality that u is not adja ent to y , and so we

an ontra t (u; w). The reverse T1 1 move always preserves onne tivity and the
;
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Figure 4.3: How a reverse T1 1 move an reate two diamonds.
;

minimum degree of verti es; no multiple edges are reated be ause we are using it
to ontra t an edge that is not on any triangle. It remains only to show that we
an preserve nonplanarity.
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Figure 4.4: Why ontra ting (u; w) does not hange the genus.
Suppose we ontra t (u; v ), notwithstanding that it would reate a diamond,
and label the resulting vertex z . Sin e that was the reverse move hosen by Theorem 3.1.8, the resulting graph is still nonplanar, although it might ontain too
many diamonds. Then we eliminate verti es w and x with a reverse

D2 4 move,
;

whi h by Theorem 3.1.1 annot make the graph planar. We subdivide the edge
(y; z ), labelling the new vertex x; that also annot make the graph planar. Then
we add a new edge from y to z ; adding an edge annot make the graph planar. We
split z ba k into u and v , as they were before; splitting a vertex annot make the
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Figure 4.5: How a reverse C0 1 move an reate a diamond.
;

graph planar. Finally we add an edge from x to u. This pro ess and its result are
shown in Figure 4.4. We have obtained, by a series of operations that maintain the
nonplanarity of the graph, exa tly the same embedding we would have obtained by
ontra ting (u; w) in the original embedding C . Therefore this embedding, whi h
we all P , is of a nonplanar graph and so P is a target embedding ontaining no
more diamonds than C ontained.

A reverse C0 1 move an reate a diamond only by redu ing the degree of a
degree four vertex whi h (ex ept for the edge being removed) forms a diamond
;

with a degree three vertex, as shown in Figure 4.5. The edge (u; v ) is the one
being removed. We know that (u; v ) ould not have been red in the olouring used
in Theorem 3.1.8, be ause then the edge removal would not have been permitted.
Note that v ould also be degree four and reate a diamond, so that this reverse
move ould reate two diamonds at on e.
If one of w and y , say without loss of generality w, has degree greater than
three, then we will remove the edge (u; w) instead of (u; v ). Suppose we did remove
the edge (u; v ), even though it would make the graph ontain too many diamonds;
sin e that is the reverse move found by Theorem 3.1.8, the resulting graph must
be nonplanar. We then apply a reverse

D2 4 move to repla e the diamond by an
;

edge (w; y ); this must leave a nonplanar graph G by Theorem 3.1.1. If we olour
the resulting graph with a red subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , we an then
;
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repla e the diamond and then (u; v ); in so doing we olour the repla ed edges (w; x)
and (x; y ) red if the edge (w; y ) was red, and olour no other new edges. The result
is a red- oloured subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 in the original C , with the
edge (u; w) not red. Therefore we an remove the edge (u; w) to obtain a nonplanar
;

graph P .
Sin e C (u; v ) is known to be bi onne ted and w has degree greater than three,
we an hoose a neighbour z of w, where z is not u, x, or y , and nd a path in
C

(u; v ) from z to y without passing through w. Then that path, plus the edges

(w; z ) and (y; u) provide one path from w to u in P ; and the path hw; x; ui is a

se ond path from w to u in P , internally vertex disjoint from the rst. Therefore
removal of (u; w) leaves P bi onne ted. Sin e both u and w have degree greater
than three, every vertex of P has degree at least three. All the onditions are now
satis ed and P is an embedding of a target graph.
If w and y both have degree three in C , then we annot remove the edge (u; w)

with a reverse C0 1 move to obtain a target embedding. But then we an ontra t
the edge between w and its neighbour z with a reverse T1 1 move to obtain P . Su h a
;

;

reverse move ne essarily preserves bi onne tedness and minimum degree. It annot
reate multiple edges unless z and v are the same vertex, a ase whi h we handle
later. If w is degree three and we are ontra ting (w; z ), then it only remains to
show that this leaves the graph nonplanar. The verti es w and y annot both be
degree three and adja ent to v , or v would be degree two or a ut vertex.
It only remains to show that the graph in P is nonplanar. As above, we imagine removing (u; v ) from C even though it would reate a diamond, repla ing the
diamond with an edge (w; y ), and olouring the result with a red subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 . Reversing these steps and maintaining the olouring, we
obtain a olouring for C where the edges (w; u) and (w; x) are not both red. Then
;

by Lemma 3.1.3, we an ontra t the edge (w; z ) and leave the graph nonplanar.
Therefore P is a target embedding.
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One possibility remains with the reverse C0 1 move: that w ould be degree
three and v and z ould be the same vertex, so that there is a triangle with verti es
;

fu; v; wg and we

annot ontra t the edge (w; v ) without reating a multiple edge.

In that ase, the graph C must ontain a super-diamond, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Obviously, an embedding (either the target embedding C or some an estor ne essary
to reate it) ould ontain an arbitrarily large number of super-diamonds. However,
the super-diamond does not ontain a diamond itself, and it an be reated from

an edge by making a D2 4 move followed by a T1 1 move and a C0 1 move, reating
and destroying one diamond along the way. So if we need to build an embedding
;

;

;

ontaining one or more of these and possibly a diamond as well, we an rst build
the orresponding embedding with the diamond and super-diamonds repla ed by
edges and any degree two verti es and multiple edges eliminated. Then we an
insert the diamond and super-diamonds, one at a time, never having more than one
diamond in the embedding at one time, and then we an do any nal splitting and
adding of edges as in Theorem 3.1.4 to reate the desired embedding.



If we are primarily interested in embeddings of diamond-free graphs, then Theorem 4.2.1 allows us to prune our omputation tree onsiderably. Noting that our
seed embeddings, of K5 and K3 3 , are all diamond-free, we an implement the prun;

ing in the generator software simply by dis arding any parents or hildren that have
more than one diamond. We also restri t a tual output to embeddings of diamondfree graphs, although it is ne essary to examine embeddings with one diamond in
order to generate all diamond-free embeddings.

4.3 Twisted diamonds
We normally imagine diamonds as being embedded ni ely on the plane, as in the
drawing in Figure 2.1. But on the torus, there are more possibilities. Two other
ways to embed a diamond on the torus are shown in Figure 4.6. We all any
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Figure 4.6: Some twisted diamonds.
diamond that is not embedded in the obvious planar way depi ted in Figure 2.1, a
twisted diamond.

Twisted diamonds are ne essary be ause some target embeddings, even some
without diamonds like the one shown in Figure 4.7, an only be generated from
an estors that ontain twisted diamonds. If we imagine making reverse moves
on Figure 4.7, the only target embeddings we an nd as possible parents, are
embeddings that ontain twisted diamonds. Theorem 4.2.1 shows that we need
tolerate only one diamond, but it might happen that that diamond must be twisted.
So we annot simply forbid twisted diamonds; our

D2 4 move must be able to
;

reate them. The de nition of the D2 4 move given in Se tion 2.4 is designed to be
;

able to reate any possible twisted diamond, and the move label for it des ribed in
Se tion 5.2 is designed to des ribe any possible

D2 4 move in detail, to
;

D2 4 move.
;

Here, we des ribe the

larify its operation.

Let (u; v ) be a diamond edge in a target embedding C , and let w be the next
vertex after v in the lo kwise adja en y list of u and x be the remaining neighbour
of u. This is the same naming of diamond verti es shown in Figure 3.3 earlier, but
here we emphasize that the diamond ould be embedded in any of several ways;
some other embeddings of the same subgraph are shown in Figure 4.6. In all those
diagrams, the lo kwise adja en y list of u is hv; w; xi.
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Figure 4.7: A diamond-free target embedding that annot be generated without a
twisted diamond.

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the general D2 4 move.
;
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If we imagine removing the vertex v and all its in ident edges, then we would
have an embedding P 0 , whi h is the same as the embedding P obtained by repla ing
the diamond with a path hw; u; xi. To obtain C from P 0, we must insert v into a

fa e ontaining the vertex u; v goes inside that fa e and its in ident edges onne t
it to some appearan e of ea h of u, w, and x around the fa e. Be ause v must
ome after x and before w in the lo kwise adja en y list of u, there is only one
way to add the edge (u; v ) even if u appears twi e on the fa e. The other two edges
in ident to v , however, may atta h to any appearan es of w and x on the fa e. We
an break down the addition of v and its edges further into the steps of adding
an edge between the two appearan es of w and x that will be adja ent to v , then
subdividing that edge to reate v , and nally adding the edge (u; v ).
To remove a diamond, we an label it as above, remove v and its edges, then
remove y and repla e the edges (w; u) and (u; x) with an edge (w; x). We an remove
any diamond this way, twisted or not. By reversing the steps and making sure that
we an hoose any appearan es of w and x on the fa e, we obtain the de nition of

the D2 4 move, whi h an reate any diamond, twisted or not. In detail, the steps
are as follows:
;

1. Choose a fa e F of an embedding P .
2. Choose an edge e in F .
3. Let w and x be the endpoints of e so that w omes immediately before x in
a lo kwise traversal of F . There may be two ways to do that if e appears
twi e on the same fa e.
4. Choose one appearan e of ea h of w and x on F (ea h may appear more than
on e).
5. Subdivide (w; x), reating u.
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6. Add an edge through F between the hosen appearan es of w and x. This
divides F into two distin t fa es.
7. Subdivide the new edge, reating v . Be ause the edge appears on two distin t
fa es, v an only appear on e on any given fa e.
8. Add an edge from v to u, so that v appears before w and after x in the
lo kwise adja en y list of u. There is only one way to do this be ause v
appears only on e on any given fa e.
These steps an insert any embedding of a diamond, no matter how many times
a vertex may appear on a fa e in P . When looking for all possible moves to apply
to P in the algorithm

Generate (see Se tion 2.5), we loop through all possible

hoi es of F , u, v , and the additional appearan es of u and v . Then we are sure
of examining every possible twisted diamond and thus generating all diamond-free
target embeddings. In the next hapter we dis uss how to re ognize and prevent
dupli ation, so that even if we an des ribe the same diamond move in more than
one way (for instan e, by making a di erent hoi e about whi h vertex is u), we
will still only generate ea h hild on e.
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Chapter 5
Other aspe ts of the algorithm
There still remain some details whi h have not been des ribed but whi h are ne essary for the implementation of the algorithm. Those details are dis ussed in this
hapter. First, in Se tion 5.1, we des ribe a anoni al form for embeddings, whi h
leads to an isomorphism test. In Se tion 5.2 we dis uss move labels, used to ensure
that ea h equivalent move is made exa tly on e from ea h parent. Our algorithm
requires the use of a planarity testing algorithm, and in Se tion 5.3 we des ribe an
enhan ement used to redu e the number of planarity tests we must perform.

5.1 A anoni al form for embeddings
The generation algorithm as des ribed requires us, ea h time we derive a possible
hild embedding C from a possible parent P , to nd the a tual parent for C .
Then we re urse to C and its des endants if and only if P is the parent of C . This
limitation prevents us from pro essing C at more than one pla e in the omputation
tree. Saying that P must be the parent of C begs the question of how to ompare

P with Parent(C ). Che king all possible labellings would onsume O(n!) time for

an n-vertex embedding. Sin e embeddings in lude graphs, and graph isomorphism
is a diÆ ult problem, not known to be solvable in polynomial time, the need for an
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embedding isomorphism test may appear to be a signi ant obsta le.
Fortunately, embeddings are mu h easier to ompare than graphs. Given a labelled ombinatorial embedding of a onne ted graph, we an generate in O(n2 )
time, using the algorithm below, a sequen e of symbols representing the isomorphism lass of the embedding. That sequen e of symbols is alled the anoni al
form; two embeddings have the same anoni al form if and only if they are isomorphi .
Suppose we have a ombinatorial embedding, and we have already hosen a
dire tion ( lo kwise or ounter lo kwise) and assigned the labels zero and one to
two adja ent verti es. We perform a breadth- rst sear h, starting with the vertex
labelled zero as the root and using the vertex labelled one as its rst hild. At ea h
vertex, we visit the neighbours in the hosen dire tion, lo kwise or ounter lo kwise, starting from the parent. The order of edges visited by this sear h is then
fully determined. When the verti es of the embedding are labelled with nonnegative integers, we an re ord the breadth- rst sear h with a sequen e of integers.
It remains only to hoose whi h traversal dire tion and pair of adja ent verti es
to use. One obvious way to make that hoi e would be to try all possible starting
points and use the lexi ally least representation of the embedding.
However, doing four breadth- rst sear hes for every edge in the embedding seems
ineÆ ient. It would be preferable to redu e the number of possible starting points
as far as possible. As des ribed below, we begin our anoni al form with the integers hn; m; f i, the ounts of verti es, edges, and fa es respe tively. Those are

the same for all representations of the embedding. We then insert two more integers before re ording the sequen e generated by the breadth- rst sear h, namely

hn

degree (u); n degree (v )i where u is the starting vertex (labelled zero) and v is

its rst neighbour (labelled one). Sin e the three terms hn; m; f i are the same in all
sequen es representing the embedding, then the lexi ally least sequen e must ne essarily have minimum possible n

degree (u), and minimum n

degree (v ) subje t

to the previous ondition. In other words, u must have maximum degree among
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the verti es in E , and v must have maximum degree subje t to that.
These onditions limit the number of possible starting points for the sear h; if
there is a degree ve vertex in E , for instan e, then we need not run the sear h for
any u with degree three or four; we know that the result ould not be lexi ally least.
We hose to maximize the degrees of u and v instead of minimizing them, be ause we
expe t our embeddings to usually have relatively many verti es of small degree and
relatively few of large degree. Choosing maximum-degree verti es for the starting
point should tend to give a smaller number of starting points to examine. Of ourse
there are embeddings where many or all verti es have the maximum degree, and
then this ondition gives little or no speed bene t; but it is heap to implement, and
in pra ti e it saves time often enough to provide a signi ant speed improvement
overall.
We use the integer 1 to represent the end of an adja en y list. The sequen e
re ording the breadth- rst sear h then onsists of three integers denoting the number of verti es, edges, and fa es in the embedding, two more integers to for e a
desirable ordering as des ribed above, and then the adja en y lists of vertex zero,
vertex one, and so on, up to the last vertex in the embedding. Ea h adja en y list
is in the order determined by the breadth- rst sear h, and terminated by 1; the
breadth- rst sear h also assigns the vertex labels ex ept for zero and one. The pseudo ode below des ribes the breadth- rst sear h to label an embedding E , starting
from adja ent verti es u and v and traversing in dire tion d, whi h is lo kwise or
ounter lo kwise.

BFS(E; d; u; v) :

initialize seq with hn; m; f i, the numbers of verti es, edges, and fa es in E

append hn

degree (u); n

degree (v )i to seq (explained above)

all verti es begin unlabelled
label u with 0
label v with 1
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2

nextlabel

for i

0 to n

1

vertex labelled i

w

for ea h neighbour x of w, starting with the one with minimum label
among those that have a label, and pro eeding in the dire tion d
if x has no label yet
label x with nextlabel
nextlabel

nextlabel + 1

end if
append label of x to seq
end for
append 1 to seq
end for
return seq
If we run this traversal on E with all possible values of d, u, and v (note that
when (w; x) is an edge in E , we must try both u = w; v = x and u = x; v =
w), then the lexi ally least result is the anoni al form for the embedding. Sin e

we know that u must have maximum degree and v must have maximum degree
subje t to that, we need only run the traversal for values of u and v satisfying
those onditions. Sin e this sequen e in ludes an ordered adja en y list for every
vertex, it is easy to onstru t a ombinatorial embedding isomorphi to E from
the anoni al form. Thus, two embeddings with the same anoni al form must be
isomorphi . Conversely, two isomorphi embeddings must have the same anoni al
form. Changing the labelling of verti es or the starting point of a list has no e e t
on the anoni al form be ause the breadth- rst sear h determines its own labelling
and starting points. Reversing all adja en y lists (mirror-reversing the embedding)
has no e e t on the anoni al form be ause we make the sear h both lo kwise and
ounter lo kwise.
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As a side e e t of the anoni al form al ulation, we obtain the automorphism
group of the embedding in the form of a list of all permutations from the original
labelling to a labelling that yields the anoni al representation. If the embedding
has some symmetry, then there will be more than one starting point that produ es
the anoni al representation, so there will be more than one su h permutation. Sin e
ea h permutation is generated by one of our breadth- rst sear hes, and there an
be at most 4m of those in a graph with m edges (two starting points for ea h edge
multiplied by two for lo kwise or ounter lo kwise), that provides an upper limit
on the number of permutations. After applying to the embedding the anoni al
labelling, whi h is a permutation 0 from the list of permutations we generated, we
also repla e ea h entry  with  Æ 0 1 , so that we have the automorphism group
as the set of permutations of the anoni al vertex labels that leave the breadthk

k

rst sear h representation un hanged. The automorphism group is used with move
labels in eliminating dupli ate moves.

5.2 Move labels
As we observed when attempting to implement an embedding generator, we an
eliminate almost all dupli ation of isomorphi embeddings in the output by nding
a parent for ea h possible hild, and keeping the hild if and only if it was generated
from the parent a ording to the anoni al form above. This restri tion prunes the
omputation tree a great deal. However, it is still possible that a hild ould be
kept more than on e, resulting in dupli ate embeddings in the output. That ould
happen if there is more than one way to make a move on the parent to produ e the
same hild.
If the parent is highly symmetri , there ould be many dupli ate moves. For
example, in Figure 5.1, any of four edges an be repla ed by a diamond to give the
pi tured hild. The software must have a way to re ognize that these four edges
are equivalent, and only apply the move to one of them.
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Figure 5.1: A D2 4 move an be applied to any of four edges in this parent to give
;

the same hild.
We address this need by assigning a name alled a move label to ea h way we
an make a move on the parent. The move label is a sequen e of vertex labels. We
already know the automorphism group of the parent be ause we omputed that as
a side e e t of omputing the anoni al form. So by applying ea h element of the
automorphism group to the move label of the move under onsideration, and taking
the lexi ally least result, we obtain a anoni al form for the move label. Then we
a tually make the move if and only if its move label mat hes the anoni al form.

Lemma 5.2.1 If the vertex sequen e hu; v; wi o urs onse utively lo kwise or
ounter lo kwise around some fa e of an embedding of a graph G with no verti es
of degree less than three, then it does so only on e in the entire embedding.
Proof. The o urren e of this sequen e on e means that u and w are both neigh-

bours of v , and moreover that they appear onse utively in the y li adja en y list
of v . Sin e we do not allow multiple edges, u and w an ea h only appear on e in

the y li adja en y list of v . If the sequen e of labels hu; v; wi on a fa e o urs

more on e in the embedding, then u and w must be onse utive on both sides: the
next neighbour of v after u must be w in both the lo kwise and ounter lo kwise
dire tions. Therefore u and w must be the only neighbours of v , whi h ontradi ts
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the de nition of G as having no verti es of degree less than three.



Lemma 5.2.1 means that by giving the labels of three onse utive verti es

hu; v; wi on a fa e, we

an uniquely identify the fa e, the parti ular appearan es of

those three verti es on the fa e, and a dire tion for traversing the fa e. Con eptually, we are identifying an appearan e of v ; to disambiguate the many pla es it may
appear in the embedding, we give its su essor around the fa e, w. To spe ify whi h
fa e we mean, if there are two ontaining that edge, we also give the immediate
prede essor of v , whi h is u; that also identi es the dire tion of traversal.
y
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by
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Figure 5.2: How to label moves.
As a result, we an label a C0 1 move with a sequen e of six vertex labels: three
;

to identify one endpoint of the new edge, and three to identify the other endpoint.

A T1 1 move is labelled with the vertex to split, and the two neighbours that will
be ome neighbours of the degree three vertex reated by the move. Labelling a
;

D2 4 move is more
;

ompli ated. Con eptually, this move onsists of adding a new

edge between two verti es that are already adja ent, then subdividing the old and
new edges and adding another edge between their midpoints. We use three vertex
labels hy 0; x; y i to identify the old edge and the fa e in whi h we operate. We must
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w

z

u

v
x

y

Figure 5.3: A potential C0 1 move, whi h ould be labelled in four di erent ways.
;

then spe ify where to draw the new edge, by naming its two endpoints. The label
hu0; x; ui names one endpoint and hv0; y; vi names the other, as for the C0 1 move,
;

but sin e x and y were already spe i ed in naming the old edge, we need only seven
numbers to name the entire move: hy 0; x; y; u0; u; v 0; v i.
One problem with this approa h is that there may be several inequivalent ways

to label the same move. For instan e, with the C0 1 move, we ould label it lo kwise
;

or ounter lo kwise starting from either endpoint of the edge being reated. If the
automorphism group of the parent is trivial, all four of these would result in di erent
anoni al labellings. When assigning the anoni al move label to a move, then, we
must nd the lexi al minimum of all images of all possible labels for the move.
When we evaluate possible moves in a software loop, we arefully de ide whi h
labellings will be asso iated with whi h iterations of the loop, and take the least
of the labellings assigned to the urrent iteration as the thing to ompare with the
anoni al image.

For instan e, our move-sele tion pro ess for the C0 1 move goes around ea h fa e
;

in only one dire tion, lo kwise or ounter lo kwise, but attempts to draw a hord
a ross the fa e from every vertex to every other vertex on the fa e. In Figure 5.3,
we traverse a fa e lo kwise and attempt to draw the hord between verti es u and
v twi e: on e on eptually from u to v and on e from v to u. When drawing the

hord from u to v we label it with the least of hx; u; w; z; v; y i and hw; u; x; y; v; z i
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Figure 5.4: Two di erent moves may reate the same hild from the same parent.
and when drawing the hord from v to u we label it with the least of hz; v; y; x; u; wi
and hy; v; z; w; u; xi. The anoni al label for the move is the least image of any of
these. Assuming that the automorphism group is trivial, we will de ide to make
the move exa tly on e on this fa e. If the automorphism group were not trivial we
might make the move on some other fa e instead; but in any ase, we would make
it exa tly on e in the embedding.
A more serious problem o urs when two inequivalent moves lead from the
same parent to the same hild. Figure 5.4 shows an example of su h a situation.
First, note that the parent's automorphism group onsists of the identity and a
permutation that swaps vertex zero with vertex one and vertex three with vertex

four. Two di erent C0 1 moves are shown by dashed lines. The anoni al move
label for one is h0; 2; 5; 5; 4; 1i and for the other h0; 3; 5; 1; 4; 0i. These moves are not
;

equivalent; for instan e, one endpoint of the rst move is on a triangular fa e and
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that is not the ase for the se ond move.
The lower half of the gure shows the result of ea h move, using the same vertex
labelling as in the parent to make lear what happens to the verti es. Although
the drawings of the hildren have been adjusted to show their relationship to ea h
other rather than to the parent, it is lear by areful examination of ea h vertex
that these are the hildren produ ed by the two moves. As is also lear from the
diagram, these two hildren are the same up to a mirror reversal and relabelling of
the verti es. They have the same anoni al form.
Fortunately, move labels provide an easy solution to this kind of problem as
well. When we examine a move we ould make on an embedding P , we rst he k
that the move's label mat hes its own least image under the automorphism group
of P . If it does, we onstru t the resulting embedding C , onstru t the parent of
C , and he k that the parent is isomorphi to P . So far we have done nothing to

prevent the situation of Figure 5.4. But when we all Parent(C ), it also returns a
move label des ribing a way to get from the parent to C . We then he k not only
that P mat hes the parent of C , but also that the move label we used to nd C

mat hes the move label returned by Parent(C ).

Just as with sele tion of parents, it does not matter at all how we hoose the

move label to return from Parent, provided we hoose some move label that a tually will be visited and does lead from the parent to the hild. However, Parent(C )

must always hoose the same move label for all isomorphi values of C , and the
easiest way to be sure of that is to for e

Parent to examine only the

anoni al

form of C . Any additional information available to the software, as for instan e the
edge marks des ribed in the next se tion, is arefully ex luded from in uen ing the
sele tion of the parent and move label.
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5.3 Edge marking
When we sele t a parent for a given C , it is important that the parent be an
embedding whose hildren we a tually will examine. Otherwise, the hild will never
be pro essed. Sin e we examine only target embeddings, the parent must be a target
embedding; therefore, it must be bi onne ted, have no verti es of degree less than
three, and have orientable genus one. If we are limiting the number of diamonds
to at most one, then we look for a parent ontaining at most one diamond. To
generate embeddings eÆ iently, we must be able to qui kly test, or avoid testing,
ea h of these onditions.
Most of the target embedding onditions are easy to deal with. Genus no greater
than one, for instan e, is guaranteed be ause the hild has genus one and none of
our reverse moves an in rease the genus. Minimum degree of verti es is easy to
assure. We simply forbid making any reverse move that would redu e the degree of
a vertex to less than three. Che king for bi onne tedness requires a simple, lineartime traversal of the graph. But it may be mu h more expensive to he k that a
possible parent is not planar.
Some planarity testing algorithms are simple to implement but do not a hieve
linear time omplexity, like the one known as Demou ron's Algorithm [15℄; others are linear-time but require ompli ated stru tures like PQ-trees [10, 14℄. The
linear-time planarity algorithm of Boyer and Myrvold [11℄ is designed for easy implementation, but is still ompli ated enough to present some problems. So if we
make an embeddability test, or possibly several of them, for every potential hild
we visit, then we ould spend most of our programming labour or omputation time
doing that alone.
First of all, we an arrange the tests we apply to potential parents in order
of in reasing ost, so that if we an reje t a potential parent for a reason we an
determine heaply, we will do so and avoid doing the more expensive tests. But it
still seems undesirable to do planarity testing if we an possibly avoid it, espe ially
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as the graphs be ome larger. On a very large toroidal graph, for instan e, it seems
unlikely that removing any one edge would ever render it planar.
We redu e the number of planarity tests by using edge marks. If an edge e in
an embedding E is ontained in every subembedding of E homeomorphi to K5 or
K3 3 , then e is marked. The onverse is usually, but not always, true: edges that
;

are not ontained in every Kuratowski subgraph may or may not be marked. Note
that this on ept di ers from the red olouring used in proving the existen e of
parents, be ause there we hose a spe i

subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3
;

and oloured all of it. Edge marks, however, only need to be applied to edges that
are in all subgraphs homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 . All target embeddings ontain
edges that would be oloured red, but some target embeddings have no edges that
;

need to be marked.

Removing an edge with a reverse C0 1 move an only make the graph planar if
in so doing we destroy every nonplanar subgraph in the embedding. So any time
;

we would remove an edge to obtain the parent and that edge is not marked, we get
the planarity test result (\not planar") for free. In that ase the edge an remain
unmarked.
If we attempt to remove a marked edge, we must still do the planarity test.
But if we do the test and it returns \not planar", then we know that the edge did
not really need to be marked; obviously there exists some nonplanar subgraph not
destroyed by the removal of the edge. So in that ase, we an unmark the edge.
Sin e we are examining all possible hildren for ea h embedding, marked edges tend
to be tested, and unmarked if appropriate, sooner rather than later. So in pra ti e,
the set of marked edges is usually lose to minimal. The following theorem shows
that we an easily maintain a set of marked edges.

Theorem 5.3.1 If the edges of a parent P are marked su h that an edge is marked
if it is in every subgraph of P homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , then we an obtain a
;

marking for the hild C also satisfying that ondition by following these rules:
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Edges marked in P are marked in C.



New edges introdu ed by C0 1 moves are not marked.



New edges introdu ed by



New edges introdu ed by T1 1 moves are marked.

;

D2 4 moves are not marked.
;

;

Furthermore, if we ever do a planarity test on a graph G

e onsisting of a

graph G minus an edge e, and G e is found to be nonplanar, then we an unmark
e in G.
Proof. When we obtain C from P by a C0 1 move, obviously every subgraph of P
is a subgraph of C also. So any edge that is in every subgraph of C homeomorphi
;

to K5 or K3 3 must also be in every subgraph of P homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 .
The set of edges that must be marked in C is a subset of the set of edges that must
;

;

be marked in P , so if we make the marked edges of C equal to the marked edge of
P , we obtain a legal marking.

When we obtain C from P by a

D2 4 move, we do not mark any of the new
;

edges. Call the endpoints of the edge being removed u and v . If the edge (u; v )
was unmarked in P then obviously there is some subgraph homeomorphi to K5
or K3 3 in P that did not in lude that edge, and that subgraph is retained in C .
Even if the edge being removed was marked, removal of any one of the new edges
;

maintains a path between u and v , and so does not make C planar by destroying
all subgraphs homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 .
;

We mark all edges added by T1 1 moves in order to err on the side of aution,
be ause it is possible that an edge added by su h a move ould be in every subgraph
;

homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 , even when no other edges need to be marked. For
instan e, supposed we take an embedding of K3 3 , subdivide all nine edges as with
;

;

S1 1 moves, and then perform a D2 4 move on every edge of the result; so we have
;

;

an embedding of K3 3 with every edge repla ed by two diamonds in a row.
;
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Any one edge from the resulting embedding ould be removed without rendering
the graph planar. Suppose we split the degree four vertex joining two diamonds in
this onstru tion. We ould either preserve both diamonds or destroy them both,
depending on how we make the split. If we preserve the diamonds, the new edge is
on every subgraph homeomorphi to K5 or K3 3 and so needs to be marked. Rather
than attempting to make some elaborate test for whi h new edges from T1 1 moves
;

;

need to be marked, we simply mark them all. Any edges marked unne essarily by
that rule will soon be unmarked as a result of a planarity test anyway.
Finally, we an remove the mark from an edge e if removal of e leaves the graph
nonplanar, be ause that is the de nition of marking. Edges must be marked if their
removal makes the graph planar, and may or may not be marked if their removal
does not make the graph planar.
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Chapter 6
Experimental results
Our algorithm is designed for pra ti al implementation. This hapter begins with
Se tion 6.1, whi h des ribes our implementation of an embedding generator based
on this work. In Se tion 6.2 we des ribe some results obtained by running our
generator, and give tables of the embeddings and graphs found. We also omment
brie y on the number of embeddings per graph.

6.1 Implementation of the algorithm
We implemented several versions of an embedding generator during the proje t,
as the theoreti al work developed. The nal version, used to al ulate the results
given here, ontains approximately 5,100 lines of C language sour e ode, plus
some additional utilities written in C and Perl, the GNU getopt library fun tion
[21℄, and a make le to manage the ompilation pro ess. This version is based
on Theorem 4.2.1 and the algorithm of Se tion 2.5, to generate lists of diamondfree target embeddings by examining all target embeddings ontaining at most one
diamond.
Development was ondu ted on the author's dual 433MHz Intel Celeron-based
personal omputer, under the GNU/Linux operating system. The omputational
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experiments were ondu ted there and on various omputers running Solaris at
the University of Vi toria and Ro hester Institute of Te hnology. All the CPU
times listed here are for the Celeron unless otherwise spe i ed, and are measured
in user-spa e CPU time to redu e the e e t of other pro esses running on the same
omputers.
The embedding generator in ludes some additional features, like the edge-marking te hnique of Se tion 5.3 to redu e the number of planarity tests performed, and
the te hnique des ribed by M Kay [28, Se tion 8℄ for splitting the omputation into
parallel sli es. We in lude an implementation of the planarity algorithm of Demouron, Malgrange, and Pertuiset [15℄. Although this algorithm does not o er the
linear asymptoti time omplexity of some other planarity algorithms, it performs
well with the relatively small graphs our ode pro esses.
The data stru ture we use for embeddings is a simpli ed version of that des ribed
by Boyer and Myrvold for their planarity algorithm [11, Se tion 4℄. Ea h vertex
has a ir ular doubly-linked list of re ords representing the neighbours around that
vertex in lo kwise order; the two re ords representing the endpoints of ea h edge
are joined by pointers alled twin links. We do not use the spe ial feature of treating
the two linked-list pointers equivalently, be ause we do not need to be able to reverse
the order of a list in onstant time.
As well as the linked-list representation of the embedding, we also maintain an
adja en y matrix as a pa ked bit array. Adja en y matri es inherently require O(n)
or O(n2 ) time for some operations that ould be done faster on other stru tures.
But our implementation, although it an handle almost any number of verti es in
theory with the appropriate ompiled-in options, is limited to embeddings of up to
about eleven or twelve verti es in pra ti e simply by output size and omputation
time. Pa ked bit arrays of this size an be implemented so eÆ iently on urrent bitparallel omputers that the adja en y matri es are extremely fast and onvenient,
despite their asymptoti disadvantages.
One spe ial feature of the present software allows running the generation pro-
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ess in reverse: with an embedding provided as input, it prints out the parent of
the input embedding, the parent of that embedding, and so on, until a seed embedding is rea hed or a onsisten y he k fails. That pro edure proved invaluable
when debugging the parent-sele tion ode, sin e a ommon failure mode was for
the software to sele t as a parent an embedding (or an in onsistent data stru ture vaguely resembling an embedding) that would not ever be generated by the
generation algorithm.

6.2 Diamond-free targets up to n = 10
We ran the embedding generator to make a list of all diamond-free target embeddings on up to nine verti es, and stored the results as ompressed text les with one
line, ontaining the anoni al form, for ea h embedding. The resulting les store
approximately 17 million embeddings of 75 thousand graphs in approximately 120
megabytes of disk spa e. This run was split into three equal sli es and onsumed
approximately 9.4 hours of CPU time.
Sin e a similar set of les for the ten-vertex ase would be too large to store onveniently, we split the omputation into 100 sli es and had the program output only
the graph for ea h diamond-free target embedding. We then ounted the number
of embeddings for ea h isomorphism lass of graphs. Generating these embeddings
required approximately 13 days of CPU time. The resulting les, ontaining graphs
in nauty anoni al form [27℄ and a ount of embeddings for ea h graph, onsume
approximately 19 megabytes ompressed. There were approximately 3.9 million
graphs with 462 million embeddings in this run. Storing the embeddings would be
prohibitive: extrapolating the spa e onsumption of the nine-vertex graphs gives
an estimate of at least 3,200 megabytes to store all the ten-vertex embeddings of
diamond-free target graphs, even in ompressed form.
To provide a referen e for debugging purposes, we also obtained an independent
list of diamond-free target graphs with up to nine verti es, by using the geng
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software by M Kay [28℄ to generate all graphs on up to nine verti es with all verti es
having minimum degree three and few enough edges to be toroidal. We passed those
graphs through a simple lter to remove the ones ontaining diamonds, and used
the torus embedding software of Neufeld and Myrvold [34℄ to nd the graphs with
genus one.
Generating the independent list of diamond-free target graphs required approximately four months of CPU time ( ompare to 9.4 hours to generate the same list
with our generator program), but the result proved to be invaluable for debugging
our generator. Most programming mistakes in our own software manifested either
as dupli ate embeddings in the output, or as target graphs that failed to appear
in the output, so we tested our pa kage by he king for dupli ates, then using
nauty [27℄ to nd a list of graphs in our output up to isomorphism, and he king

that list against the referen e list.
The list from our urrent generator agrees with the referen e list, and that adds
to our on den e not only that our software is orre t but that the pa kages used
to make the referen e list are also orre t. Sin e our generator uses a ompletely
di erent algorithm from the algorithms used by geng and the torus embedder,
it seems highly unlikely that both lists would a identally omit exa tly the same
graphs.
Our ounts of diamond-free target embeddings and graphs with up to ten verti es
are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 respe tively. We also found the maximum number
of torus embeddings for any one diamond-free target graph with a xed number of
verti es n and edges m; these numbers are shown in Table 6.3.
In Table 6.4 we show the mean ount of torus embeddings per graph for ea h
value of n, obtained by dividing the number of embeddings by the number of graphs.
Note that the number of embeddings per graph in reases with more verti es up to
eight, but then de reases a little for nine-vertex graphs and de reases onsiderably
more for ten-vertex graphs. However, the maximum number of embeddings for
a single target graph at ea h value of n, shown in the bottom line of Table 6.3,
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n=5
m=9

10

6

7

8

9

10

2
6

7

11

45

14

12

110

218

9

13

113

1,287

364

14

24

3,702

4,822

241

15

4

4,990

28,851

8,106

74

16

3,184

88,564

96,129

7,012

17

911

150,724

556,190

170,443

18

168

144,888

1,814,463

1,771,171

19

21

79,845

3,574,097

9,951,881

20

2

26,194

4,408,741

33,834,400

21

1

5,613

3,475,526

74,055,939

22

790

1,784,251

108,160,019

23

69

611,193

107,805,321

24

7

142,144

74,469,982

25

21,760

36,069,910

26

2,000

12,326,126

27

112

2,938,905

28

467,434

29

44,739

30

2,109

total

6

305

14,498

530,740

16,494,953

462,075,465

Table 6.1: Counts of diamond-free target embeddings on the torus.
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n=5
m=9

10

6

7

8

9

10

1
1

1

11

2

1

12

2

6

2

13

2

14

13

14

1

23

59

11

15

1

23

180

132

9

16

17

339

784

171

17

9

441

2,757

2,003

18

5

415

6,473

12,726

19

2

307

10,757

51,060

20

1

187

13,548

142,358

21

1

103

13,565

295,863

22

51

11,271

482,277

23

22

7,920

640,518

24

7

4,639

706,707

25

2,113

643,664

26

628

466,213

27

101

250,369

28

90,649

29

19,190

30

1,866

total

1

10

102

2,126

74,699

3,805,643

Table 6.2: Counts of diamond-free target graphs on the torus.
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n=5
m=9

10

6

7

8

9

10

2
6

7

11

25

14

12

88

68

5

13

66

239

45

14

24

372

199

44

15

4

866

570

158

20

16

491

1,084

498

100

17

281

2,232

1,056

308

18

64

1,818

2,216

1,010

19

11

2,112

3,384

2,110

20

2

828

4,196

3,860

21

1

375

5,164

5,808

22

66

2,918

9,144

23

8

1,380

9,748

24

1

499

7,476

25

162

3,828

26

24

1,521

27

2

718

28

166

29

48

30

6

all m

6

88

866

2,232

5,164

9,748

Table 6.3: Maximum numbers of torus embeddings for diamond-free target graphs.
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n=5

6

7

8

9

10

6.00

30.50

142.14

249.64

220.82

121.42

Table 6.4: Mean number of torus embeddings per diamond-free target graph.
ontinues to in rease with additional verti es, at least for the numbers of verti es
we examined. An embedding of the single diamond-free target graph we examined
with most torus embeddings, 9,748 of them, is shown in Figure 6.1.
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5

0
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Figure 6.1: One of the 9,748 torus embeddings of the unique ten-vertex diamondfree target graph with maximum number of torus embeddings.
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Chapter 7
Appli ations and future work
Although the lists of diamond-free target embeddings generated by our software and
des ribed in the previous hapter may have some interest in themselves, the algorithm is intended to be useful in some spe i

appli ations. This hapter des ribes

some of those appli ations. We begin by des ribing a fast lookup-based toroidality
test in Se tion 7.1. In Se tion 7.2 we apply that test to the sear h for topologi al
obstru tions to embeddability on the torus. Future work with this algorithm ould
fo us on sear hes for additional obstru tions. Another possible dire tion for future
work would be the appli ation of these te hniques to other surfa es, des ribed in
Se tion 7.3. We end the hapter with a summary of our on lusions, in Se tion 7.4.

7.1 A lookup-based toroidality tester
We an use the output of the embedding generator to build a database of diamondfree target graphs, and then use that database as the basis for a fast toroidality
test. Given a graph G with n verti es and the database of diamond-free target
graphs with up to n verti es, we an eliminate any verti es of degree less than three
from G, nd its bi onne ted omponents, and he k them for planarity. If more
than one bi onne ted omponent is nonplanar then G must have genus greater than
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one; if all are planar then G is planar; otherwise, we look up the one nonplanar
bi onne ted omponent in the database. The following pseudo ode des ribes the
algorithm:

FastGenus(G) :
genus

0

while G is not empty
some bi onne ted omponent of G

H

if H is nonplanar

repla e diamonds with edges by reverse D2 4 moves, and eliminate
;

verti es of degree less than three with reverse S1 1 moves
;

if H is in the list of diamond-free target graphs
genus

genus + 1

else
return \greater than one"
end if
if genus > 1
return \greater than one"
end if
end if
G

G

H

end while
return genus
Our implementation of

FastGenus

onsists of a lter that writes out, for ea h

input graph G, either K4 if G is planar; a onstant genus two graph if G has genus
at least two; or a graph isomorphi to the nonplanar bi onne ted omponent of G
ex ept for diamonds and verti es of degree less than three, if G has exa tly one
nonplanar bi onne ted omponent. So the output of the lter is a graph that falls
into the same ategory (genus zero, genus one, or genus at least two) as the input;
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if the genus is zero then the output is K4 , and if the genus is one then the output
is some labelling, possibly not anoni al, of a diamond-free target graph.
We pass the output of our lter through the nauty [27℄ anoni al labelling
utility; then we look up the result in a table to nd the ategory for the graph.
To handle input graphs up to ten verti es, the table has about 3.9 million entries
and onsumes about 39 megabytes of disk spa e (ten bytes per entry). The table
ontains K4 , and the diamond-free target graphs from the generator program; if
the output of the lter is not in the table, then we know the input graph G must
have had genus at least two. Running the test on large bat hes of graphs, using our
lter, nauty, and the sorting and lookup utilities provided by the operating system,
we an ategorize about ten thousand graphs per CPU se ond.

7.2 Sear hing for torus obstru tions
The generalized Kuratowski theorem states that for any surfa e S , there is a nite
list of graphs alled topologi al obstru tions su h that a graph G is embeddable on
the surfa e if and only if it does not ontain a subgraph homeomorphi to a graph
on the list. The theorem an also be stated in terms of minors: G is embeddable
if and only if it does not ontain as a minor one of the graphs on a nite list
of minor-order obstru tions. The result was proved for non-orientable surfa es by
Ar hdea on and Huneke [4℄ and for orientable surfa es by Bodendiek and Wagner
[9℄. Robertson and Seymour proved a stronger onje ture that in ludes the general
Kuratowski theorem [37℄. These itations are from a survey by Ar hdea on [3℄.
For the plane, the sets of topologi al and minor order obstru tions are both

equal to fK5 ; K3 3 g. For the proje tive plane, there are 103 topologi al obstru tions
;

orresponding to 35 forbidden minors [1, 2, 20℄. The torus embedding ode of
Neufeld and Myrvold [34, 33℄ led to a omplete list of torus obstru tions with up
to ten verti es, and a partial list of larger obstru tions.
A few obstru tions for various surfa es an also be generated by simple rules;
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for instan e, suppose we take k + 1 opies of K5 , hoose one vertex from ea h, and
identify all the hosen verti es. The result, ontaining 4k + 5 verti es, must be a
topologi al and minor-order obstru tion for the k-handled torus be ause it ontains
k + 1 bi onne ted omponents ea h with genus one, and removing or ontra ting

any edge redu es the genus of that 3- onne ted omponent to zero, redu ing the
genus of the entire graph by a theorem of Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs
[8℄. We know of no known embeddability obstru tions apart from these kinds of
onstru tions and the results mentioned above for the plane, proje tive plane, and
torus.
A topologi al obstru tion G for the torus has the property that G is not toroidal
but removing any one edge from G gives a toroidal graph. This property leads
naturally to a te hnique for nding obstru tions: if we take a list of all toroidal
graphs, add one edge to ea h of them in all possible ways, and remove any toroidal
graphs from the resulting list, all topologi al obstru tions for the torus will be
in luded in the resulting list. All topologi al obstru tions are diamond-free as
a onsequen e of Theorem 3.1.1, and if we on ne our attention to bi onne ted
obstru tions, we an nd them all on the list derived from our software's list of
diamond-free target graphs.
We took the list of about 3.9 million diamond-free target graphs generated by our
software for up to ten verti es, subdivided between zero and two edges in all possible
ways to get graphs with no more than ten verti es, and eliminated dupli ate graphs.
Then we added an edge to ea h graph in all possible ways, eliminated dupli ates,
and removed all graphs that were on the list of diamond-free target graphs. That
produ ed a list of 1,028,118 graphs, in luding all topologi al obstru tions for the
torus with up to ten verti es. The step of subdividing edges was ne essary in order
to be able to reate obstru tions where every edge is in ident to a degree three
vertex; su h a graph learly annot be reated by adding just an edge to a graph
with no verti es of degree less than three. The only bi onne ted obstru tion we
found with every edge in ident to a degree three vertex is the graph K7 3 , shown in
;
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Figure 7.1: The graph K7 3 , a topologi al obstru tion to torus embeddability.
;

Figure 7.1.
For every graph G on this list of andidate obstru tions, we removed one edge
in all possible ways and made another list of all those graphs G

e. We applied

the fast lookup-based torus test des ribed in the previous se tion to the list of
G

e graphs, and generated a list of all graphs G that were not toroidal but where

removing an edge e would always make G

e toroidal; in other words, a list of

topologi al obstru tions. A summary of that list is shown in Table 7.1. The CPU
time onsumption for this obstru tion sear h was diÆ ult to measure be ause the
pro essing was divided between several di erent pie es of sorting, merging, and
lookup software. We estimate the onsumption at six hours, about a third spent
running the system sort utility, and ex luding the 13 days required to ompile the
database as dis ussed in Se tion 6.2.
We he ked the 707 obstru tions on our list with nauty to make sure they were
distin t, and with the simpli ation utility from our lookup-based torus test to make
sure they were bi onne ted. We also veri ed that ea h of our believed topologi al
obstru tions really was a topologi al obstru tion, using the torus tester of Neufeld
and Myrvold [34, 33℄. Our ounts of obstru tions agree with theirs ex ept in the
ase of ten verti es and 26 edges, where we ount one more obstru tion. After
obtaining their list of 656 ten-vertex topologi al obstru tions [31℄, we found that
the one missing obstru tion was the one shown in Figure 7.2. We were unable to
determine why their sear h missed this obstru tion.
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n=8

9

10

m = 19

0

2

14

20

0

4

8

21

0

2

34

22

1

9

40

23

0 17 190

24

1

6 170

25

1

2 102

26

0

5

76

27

0

0

21

28

0

0

1

29

0

0

0

30

0

0

1

total

3 47 657

Table 7.1: Bi onne ted topologi al obstru tions for the torus with up to ten verti es.
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1
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0

Figure 7.2: The obstru tion not found by Neufeld and Myrvold [34, 33℄.
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7.3 Other surfa es
Mu h of this work ould also be applied to other surfa es besides the torus. Indeed,
mu h of the programming in our proje t was originally done with an extension
to arbitrary surfa es in mind. Generating embeddings of proje tive planar graphs
embedded on the proje tive plane would require us to extend the on ept of a ombinatorial embedding to express embeddings on nonorientable surfa es, but that is
not diÆ ult. A te hnique involving positive and negative signs pla ed on the edges
of the embedding is used in the proje tive planarity algorithms of Mohar [29℄ and
Myrvold and Roth [32℄. While developing the toroidal graph generator, we implemented but did not test or use some subroutines to handle embeddings extended
this way.
For the proje tive plane, the edge signs are the only enhan ement obviously
ne essary. The proofs of Chapters 3 and 4 should be easy to extend to the proje tive
plane. For surfa es of higher genus, both orientable and non-orientable, the problem
may be somewhat more ompli ated.
First, there is the question of what embeddings to use as seeds. The same set of
eight seeds we used for the torus would seem to be a good hoi e for the proje tive
plane also, but it is not lear what seeds to use, for example, for the two-handled
torus. Should we use the set of topologi al obstru tions for the torus? If we did,
it would raise a problem, be ause some torus obstru tions are not onne ted, let
alone bi onne ted; we would have to either revise our de nition of target graphs to
allow the use of those as seeds, or somehow prove them unne essary.
The se ond problem involves verifying the genus of target graphs. Our algorithm
for the torus requires that we test, when examining possible parents, that ea h graph
really is genus one; the onstru tion provides that the genus is no more than one,
and we use a planarity test to verify that the genus is no less than one. We ould
use the planarity test when generating graphs on the proje tive plane also. But
when generating graphs on a surfa e of higher genus we would need a higher-genus
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testing algorithm; for instan e, a torus tester to generate graphs on the two-handled
torus.
The torus tester of Neufeld and Myrvold [34℄ seems too slow to be useful in this
ontext, where millions of graphs must be pro essed; but perhaps it ould be sped
up by some kind of memoization te hnique, be ause the same graphs will be tested
many times. The lookup-based toroidality tester we onstru ted in Se tion 7.1 ould
also be useful. Note that the implemented proje tive planarity tester of Myrvold
and Roth [32℄, and the known list of obstru tions for the proje tive plane [1, 2, 20℄,
suggest a relatively easy appli ation to the Klein bottle.
We ould onsider generating embeddings on the plane. Indeed, some early
versions of our software (before we ompleted the theoreti al work) were designed
to also generate planar embeddings. On the plane, of ourse, there is no on ern
about testing genus; we an start with planar embeddings as seeds and then the
onstru tion moves an keep them planar. However, something would have to be
done about the wheels, whi h are an in nite set of bi onne ted planar graphs with

no degree three verti es, ea h of whi h is not amenable to any reverse C0 1 , D2 4 , or
;

;

T1 1 move to leave a bi onne ted planar graph with no degree three verti es.
;

Also, some spe ial a ommodation might possibly have to be made for K4 , whi h
is a graph with the unique feature that every one of its edges is a diamond edge.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.8, for instan e, depends on the fa t that a target graph
annot be a wheel. The only move that an be made on an embedding of K4 is a

D2 4 move that destroys
;

ve diamonds and reates one, whi h ould ause problems

for the line of reasoning developed in Se tion 4.2.

7.4 Con lusions
We have des ribed an algorithm to generate one representative from every isomorphism lass of diamond-free target embeddings up to a hosen number of verti es
or edges, and proved that algorithm orre t. We have des ribed some additional
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issues relating to implementation, and our own C language implementation of the
algorithm. Some experimental results from our implementation have been presented, in luding the determination of all bi onne ted topologi al obstru tions to
torus embeddability ontaining ten or fewer verti es. Finally, we have proposed
some additional appli ations for the algorithm.
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